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This draft questionnaire is being provided so that the ANES user community is informed as to the questions that
appeared in the post-election survey for the ANES 2020 Time Series study.

Please note that the draft questionnaire is a preliminary version and lacks some of the quality control and
documentation that will benefit future versions of the questionnaire.

When reviewing the questionnaire, please keep in mind that:

Some items in the questionnaire are labeled as being for the “face-to-face (FTF)” mode. However, in-person
interviewing was not used in the 2020 study, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and references to “FTF”
should be instead be interpreted as being the “interviewer-administered” mode (that is, by videoconference
or telephone).

The questionnaire focus is on the interviewer-administered version of the questionnaire. However, questions
were modified as necessary to accommodate other modes such as online interviewing. An example of such
a modification would be removing references to participant/respondent booklets.

Except for the CASI (Computer-Assisted Self-Interview) section and some open-ended items, interviewers
in the interviewer- administered mode could accept “don’t know” options from respondents.

Because the interviewer-administered instrument was conducted by phone and videoconference rather than
in person, the CASI section was also administered directly by the interviewer with all questions read aloud
and all answers also provided aloud directly from the respondent to the interviewer.

The draft questionnaire provides section and item names to uniquely identify the questions that were asked
in the post-election study, but the variable names that will appear in the dataset when the data are
eventually released will be named differently.

Unless the label for a question indicates otherwise, the question was asked in all survey modes (web,
phone, and videoconference).

We hope you find this draft questionnaire to be useful. We would appreciate being notified of any errors by email
to: anes@electionstudies.org

Thank you!

mailto:anes@electionstudies.org


STARTPO LANGUAGESELECTPO  
R select language

Would you like to complete this survey in English or Spanish? 
 
¿Quisiera completar esta encuesta en inglés o español? 
 
1. English / inglés 
2. Spanish / español

BOOKLETPO PHONE  
Does R have participant booklet for phone IW
1   IF INTERVIEW TYPE IS PHONE: 

We mailed you a booklet. It was enclosed with the letter inviting you  
to participate. It says "ANES Participant Booklet" on the cover. We need  
to use that booklet during the interview. Do you have it now? 
 
1. R has booklet (paper or emailed)   
2. R does not have paper or email booklet

BOOKLETPO VIDEO  
Can R see participant booklet for video IW
1   IF INTERVIEW TYPE IS VIDEO: 

For some of the questions, I'll share my screen and show you a card  
with all the answer categories listed. This will help you choose  
the best answer because you won't have to try to remember all the  
choices as I read them. 
  
{SHARE SCREEN TO SHOW BOOKLET COVER PAGE}
 
Can you see the "ANES Participant Booklet" now? 
 
1. R sees booklet on screen or PDF {TURN OFF SCREEN SHARING} 
2. R does not see booklet on screen or PDF {TURN OFF SCREEN SHARING}

POSTWEB INTRO  
WEB ONLY: Web Post intro screen



[Welcome back to the American National Election Studies for the second of two  
surveys. As you may remember, this / Welcome to the American National Election  
Studies. You have been scientifically selected to be part of this special way  
of finding out what Americans think about life in the United States today. This]  
research study is sponsored by Stanford University and the University of Michigan.  
Your participation is voluntary and you may decline to answer any questions you  
do not want to answer. The survey usually takes about 70 minutes. Your answers  
will be combined with other participants' answers to make a data file that 
will be shared with other researchers and used for future research. Your 
individual privacy will be maintained in all published and written data 
from the study. 
 
If you are not satisfied with how this study is being conducted, or if 
you have any concerns, complaints, or general questions about the 
research or your rights as a participant, please contact the Stanford 
Institutional Review Board (IRB) to speak to someone independent of the 
research team at 650-723-2480 or email IRB2-Manager@lists.stanford.edu. 
You can also write to the Stanford IRB, Stanford University, 1705 El 
Camino Real, Palo Alto, CA 94306. 
 
Please click Next to continue. 
 

POSTWEB FOREWARN  
WEB ONLY: Cases to be forewarned about speeding intervention
1   IF R ASSIGNED TO BE FOREWARNED ABOUT SPEEDING INTERVENTION: 

Please take your time to read each question and think carefully before you give  
your best answer. 
 
If you answer very quickly, we may stop to ask if you’re sure. 
 
Click Next to continue. 
 

CONSENTPO IWRINTRO  
Intro - answers to questions
1   IF MODE IS VIDEO/PHONE: 



Welcome back to the American National Election Studies for the second of two surveys. 
 
As you may remember, when we invited you to participate we sent a page called 
“Answers to Questions about the Study.” That explained this is a voluntary research study  
and the interview takes about an hour. If you did not see that “Answers to Questions”  
document, you can look at it now before we begin, or I can answer any questions now. 
 
IF ASKED: the web address is A N E S dot Stanford dot E D U (anes.stanford.edu), and then  
click on “Answers to Questions about the Study” at the top of the page. The full address is 
anes.stanford.edu/faq.html 
 

CONSENTPO AUDCONS  
FTF ONLY: Post Consent
1   IF INTERVIEW TYPE IS VIDEO: 

This interview may be monitored for training and data quality purposes. 
 
1. Continue

MOBILPO PTYMOB  
Did party contact R about campaign
1   IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1A OF VERSION 1A / VERSION 1B SPLICE: 

As you know, the political parties try to talk to as many people as they can  
to get them to vote for their candidate. 
Did anyone from one of the political parties call you up or come around  
and talk to you about the campaign this year? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO PTYMOBREV  
Did party contact R about 2020 campaign revised
1   IF R SELECTED FOR VERSION 1B OF VERSION 1A / VERSION 1B SPLICE: 



As you know, the political parties try to talk to as many people as  
they can to get them to vote for their candidate. Has anyone from  
one of the political parties called you up or come around and talked  
to you about the 2020 campaign, or has no one from the political  
parties talked to you? 
 
1. Someone from the political parties talked to me about the 2020 campaign 
2. No one from the political parties talked to me about the 2020 campaign

MOBILPO WHPTYMOB  
Which party contacted R about campaign
1   IF SOMEONE FROM POLITICAL PARTY CONTACTED R ABOUT CAMPAIGN: 

Which party was that? 
 
1. Democrats 
2. Republicans 
3. Both {VOL} 
5. Other {SPECIFY}

MOBILPO OTHMOB  
Did anyone other than parties contact R about cands

Other than someone from the two major parties, did anyone (else) call you  
up or come around and talk to you about supporting specific candidates in  
this last election? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO MOBREG  
Anyone talk to R abt registering or getting out to vote

During the campaign this year, did anyone talk to you about registering  
to vote or getting out to vote? 
 
1. Yes, someone did 
2. No, no one did

MOBILPO RMOB  
R talk to anyone about voting for or against cand or pty



We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party  
or a candidate win an election. 
During the campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why  
they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO RMOB2  
WEB ONLY: RMOB speeding intervention - gentle prompt
1   IF R DESIGNATED FOR GENTLE PROMPT / 
2   IF R DESIGNATED FOR FAST THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN  < 8 SECONDS / 
3   IF R DESIGNATED FOR SLOW THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN < 18.2 SECONDS: 

You seem to have responded very quickly. Please be sure you have given the  
question sufficient thought to provide an accurate answer. Do you want to go  
back and reconsider your answer? 
 
1. Yes, go back 
2. No, continue

MOBILPO RMOB3  
WEB ONLY: RMOB speeding intervention - redisplay RMOB
1   IF R DECIDES TO RECONSIDER ANSWER: 

We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party  
or a candidate win an election. 
During the campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why  
they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO RMOB4  
WEB ONLY: RMOB speeding intervention - peremptory prompt
1   IF R DESIGNATED FOR PEREMPTORY PROMPT / 
2   IF R DESIGNATED FOR FAST THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN  < 8 SECONDS / 
3   IF R DESIGNATED FOR SLOW THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN < 18.2 SECONDS: 



You seem to have responded very quickly. Please be sure you have given the question  
sufficient thought to provide an accurate answer. 
 
We would like to find out about some of the things people do to help a party  
or a candidate win an election. 
During the campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why  
they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO RRALLYONLINE  
R attend online political meetings, rallies, speeches

Did you participate in any online political meetings, rallies, speeches,  
fundraisers, or things like that in support of a particular candidate? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO RRALLY  
R go to any political meetings, rallies, speeches

Did you go to any political meetings, rallies, speeches, dinners, or things like  
that in support of a particular candidate? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO RBUTTN  
R wear campaign button or post sign or bumper sticker

Did you wear a campaign button, put a campaign sticker on your car, or place  
a sign in your window or in front of your house? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO RCAMPWK  
R do any (other) work for party or candidate



Did you do any (other) work for one of the parties or candidates? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO CTBCAND  
R contribute money to specific candidate campaign

During an election year people are often asked to make a contribution to support  
campaigns. 
Did you give money to an individual candidate running for public office? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO CTBCNDPTY  
Party of candidate for whom R contributed money
1   IF R CONTRIBUTED MONEY TO INDIVIDUAL CANDIDATE: 

Which party did that candidate belong to?
 
1. Democratic 
2. Republican 
3. Both Democratic and Republican 
5. Other {SPECIFY}

MOBILPO CTBPTY  
R contribute money to political party

Did you give money to a political party during this election year? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

MOBILPO CTBWHPTY  
Party to which R contributed
1   IF R CONTRIBUTED MONEY TO POLITICAL PARTY: 



To which party did you give money? 
 
1. Democratic 
2. Republican 
3. Both Democratic and Republican parties  
5. Other {SPECIFY}

MOBILPO CTBOTH  
R contribute to any other group for/against a cand

Did you give any money to any other group that supported or opposed candidates? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

DISCUSS DISC

Ever discuss politics with family or friends

Do you ever discuss politics with your family or friends? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

DISCUSS DISCPSTWK  
Days in past week discussed politics
1   IF EVER DISCUSSES POLITICS WITH FAMILY AND FRIENDS: 

How many days in the past week did you talk about politics with family or friends? 
 
0. Zero days 
1. One day 
2. Two days 
3. Three days 
4. Four days 
5. Five days 
6. Six days 
7. Seven days

DISCUSS EVERPOLARG  
Has R in past 12 months: gotten into a political argument



During the past 12 months, have you ever gotten into a political  
argument with someone, or have you not done this in the past 12  
months? 
 
1. Have done this in past 12 months 
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

INVOLV EVERRALLY  
DHS: Has R in past 12 mos: joined a protest march

During the past 12 months, have you joined in a protest march, rally, or  
demonstration, or have you not done this in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Have done this in past 12 months 
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

INVOLV EVERSGNPET  
Has R in past 12 mos: sign internet or paper petition

During the past 12 months, have you signed a petition on the Internet  
or on paper about a political or social issue, or have you not done this  
in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Have done this in past 12 months 
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

INVOLV EVERGIVREL  
Has R in past 12 mos: given money to relig org

During the past 12 months, have you ever given money to a religious  
organization, or have you not done this in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Have done this in past 12 months 
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

INVOLV EVERGIVSOC  
Has R in past 12 mos: gave money to soc/pol org



Not counting a religious organization, during the past 12 months, have  
you given money to any other organization concerned with a political or  
social issue, or have you not done this in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Have done this in past 12 months 
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

INVOLV EVERPOSTINT  
Has R in past 12 mos: posted comment online about polit issue

During the past 12 months, have you posted a message or comment  
online about a political issue or campaign, or have you not  
done this in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Have done this in past 12 months 
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

INVOLV REPASS1  
Contact Congressman or Senator

During the past 12 months, have you contacted or tried to contact a member  
of the U.S. Senate or U.S. House of Representatives, or have you not done  
this in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Have done this in past 12 months 
2. Have not done this in the past 12 months

INVOLV COMMUNWK  
Has R done community work in past 12 months

During the past 12 months, have you worked with other people to deal with some  
issue facing your community? 
 
1. Yes, have done this in the past 12 months 
2. No, have not done this

INVOLV LCOMMMTG  
Did R attend meeting on school/community issue past 12 mo



During the past 12 months, did you attend a meeting about an issue facing your  
local community or schools? 
 
1. Yes, have done this in the past 12 months 
2. No, have not done this

INVOLV VOLTR  
Has R done any volunteer work in past 12 months

Many people say they have less time these days to do volunteer work. 
What about you, were you able to devote any time to volunteer work in the  
past 12 months or did you not do so? 
 
1. Yes, have done this in the past 12 months 
2. No, have not done this

INVOLV CONTINT  
INTRO: contact with govt officials

Now we will ask you a few questions about times you may have contacted  
government officials or someone on the staff of such officials about problems  
or issues with which you were concerned. Please don't count any contact  
you made as a regular part of your job. 
 

INVOLV CONTFEDEL  
Has R contacted elected federal official

In the past twelve months, have you contacted a federal elected official,  
such as a member of Congress or the President, or someone on the staff  
of such an official? 
 
1. Yes, have done this in the past 12 months 
2. No, have not done this

INVOLV CONTFEDELWHY  
Why contacted elected federal official
1   IF R CONTACTED ELECTED FEDERAL OFFICIAL IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 



Thinking about your most recent contact, what were the issues or problems that led  
you to initiate this contact? 
 

INVOLV CONTFEDNEL  
Has R contacted non-elected federal official

And what about a non-elected official in a federal government agency?  
Have you contacted such a person in the past twelve months? 
 
1. Yes, have done this in the past 12 months 
2. No, have not done this

INVOLV CONTFEDNELWHY  
Why contacted non-elected federal official
1   IF R CONTACTED NON-ELECTED FEDERAL OFFICIAL IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 

Thinking about your most recent contact, what were the issues or problems  
that led you to initiate this contact? 
 

INVOLV CONTLOCEL  
Has R contacted elected local official

What about an elected official on the state or local level, such as a governor,  
mayor, or a member of the state legislature or city council, or someone on  
the staff of such an elected official? Have you contacted such a person in the  
past twelve months? 
 
1. Yes, have done this in the past 12 months 
2. No, have not done this

INVOLV CONTLOCELWHY  
Why contacted elected local official
1   IF R CONTACTED ELECTED LOCAL OFFICIAL IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 

Thinking about your most recent contact, what were the issues or problems  
that led you to initiate this contact? 
 



INVOLV CONTLOCNEL  
Has R contacted non-elected local official

And what about a non-elected official in a state or local government agency?  
Have you contacted such a person in the past twelve months? 
 
1. Yes, have done this in the past 12 months 
2. No, have not done this

INVOLV CONTLOCNELWHY  
Why contacted non-elected local official
1   IF R CONTACTED NON-ELECTED LOCAL OFFICIAL IN LAST 12 MONTHS: 

Thinking about your most recent contact, what were the issues or problems  
that led you to initiate this contact? 
 

BUYCOTT SOCPOL  
How often bought or boycotted produce or service for soc/pol reason

In the past 12 months, how often have you either bought or declined to buy a 
certain product or service because of the social or political values of the  
company that provides it? 
[Never, once in a while, about half the time, most of the time, or all the time / 
All the time, most of the time, about half the time, once in a while, or never]? 
 
1. Never 
2. Once in a while 
3. About half the time 
4. Most of the time 
5. All the time

BUYCOTT SOCPOL2  
WEB ONLY: SOCPOL speeding intervention - gentle prompt
1   IF R DESIGNATED FOR GENTLE PROMPT / 
2   IF R DESIGNATED FOR FAST THRESHOLD AND SOCPOL ANSWERED IN < 9 SECONDS / 
3   IF R DESIGNATED FOR SLOW THRESHOLD AND SOCPOL ANSWERED IN < 18.2 SECONDS: 



You seem to have responded very quickly. Please be sure you have given the  
question sufficient thought to provide an accurate answer. Do you want to  
go back and reconsider your answer? 
 
1. Yes, go back 
2. No, continue

BUYCOTT SOCPOL3  
WEB ONLY: SOCPOL speeding intervention - redisplay SOCPOL
1   IF R DECIDES TO RECONSIDER ANSWER: 

In the past 12 months, how often have you either bought or declined to buy a 
certain product or service because of the social or political values of the  
company that provides it? 
[Never, once in a while, about half the time, most of the time, or all the time / 
All the time, most of the time, about half the time, once in a while, or never]? 
 
1. Never 
2. Once in a while 
3. About half the time 
4. Most of the time 
5. All the time

BUYCOTT SOCPOL4  
WEB ONLY: SOCPOL speeding intervention - peremptory prompt
1   IF R DESIGNATED FOR PEREMPTORY PROMPT / 
2   IF R DESIGNATED FOR FAST THRESHOLD AND SOCPOL ANSWERED IN < 9 SECONDS / 
3   IF R DESIGNATED FOR SLOW THRESHOLD AND SOCPOL ANSWERED IN < 17.5 SECONDS: 

You seem to have responded very quickly. Please be sure you have given the  
question sufficient thought to provide an accurate answer. 
 
In the past 12 months, how often have you either bought or declined to buy a 
certain product or service because of the social or political values of the  
company that provides it? 
[Never, once in a while, about half the time, most of the time, or all the time / 
All the time, most of the time, about half the time, once in a while, or never]? 
 
1. Never 
2. Once in a while 
3. About half the time 
4. Most of the time 
5. All the time



POSTVOTE REGIST

R registered to vote (post-election)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY:  
2   IF R HAS ADDRESS ON FILE: 

Now on a different topic. 
Are you registered to vote at ^hhadd1po ^hhadd2po, ^hhcitypo ^hhstatepo,  
registered at a different address, or not currently registered? 
 
1. Registered at this address 
2. Registered at a different address 
3. Not currently registered

POSTVOTE NOREGADD  
Is R without address registered to vote (post-election)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY:  
2   IF R HAS NO ADDRESS ON FILE (NOT PRELOADED): 

Are you registered to vote? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

POSTVOTE WHENREG  
When R registered to vote
1   IF R INDICATED BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE /  
2   IF R INDICATED BEING REGISTERED IN THE POST: 

[Now on a different topic. 
When did you register to vote for the first time?  
/ 
When did you register to vote for the first time?] 
 
In the past twelve months, 1-2 years ago, 3-4 years ago, or 5 or more years ago? 
 
1. In the past twelve months  
2. 1-2 years ago  
3. 3-4 years ago  
4. 5 or more years ago

POSTVOTE REG  
RESTRICTED: Other Registration location - add1 (etc)



1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY: 
2   IF R IS REGISTERED AT AN ADDRESS OTHER THAN PRELOAD ADDRESS / 
3   IF R WITHOUT PRELOAD ADDRESS INDICATES REGISTERED: 

What is the address where you are registered to vote now? 
 

POSTVOTE REGWHST  
Registration state missing - state of registration
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY: 
2   IF R IS REGISTERED AT AN ADDRESS OTHER THAN PRELOAD ADDRESS / 
3   IF R WITHOUT PRELOAD ADDRESS INDICATES REGISTERED: 
4   IF R DID NOT IDENTIFY STATE OF REGISTRATION: 



In what state are you registered to vote now? 
 
01. Alabama 
02. Alaska 
04. Arizona 
05. Arkansas 
06. California 
08. Colorado 
09. Connecticut 
10. Delaware 
11. District of Columbia 
12. Florida 
13. Georgia 
15. Hawaii 
16. Idaho 
17. Illinois 
18. Indiana 
19. Iowa 
20. Kansas 
21. Kentucky 
22. Louisiana 
23. Maine 
24. Maryland 
25. Massachusetts 
26. Michigan 
27. Minnesota 
28. Mississippi 
29. Missouri 
30. Montana 
31. Nebraska 
32. Nevada 
33. New Hampshire 
34. New Jersey 
35. New Mexico 
36. New York 
37. North Carolina 
38. North Dakota 
39. Ohio 
40. Oklahoma 
41. Oregon 
42. Pennsylvania 
44. Rhode Island 
45. South Carolina 
46. South Dakota 
47. Tennessee 
48. Texas 
49. Utah 
50. Vermont 
51. Virginia 
53. Washington 
54. West Virginia 
55. Wisconsin 
56. Wyoming



POSTVOTE REGINCNTY  
Is R registered to vote in preload county (residence)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY: 
2   IF R REGISTERED AT AN ADDRESS OTHER THAN PRELOAD ADDRESS: 
3   IF R REGISTERED IN SAME STATE AS PRELOAD ADDRESS: 

Is that address in  ^hhcountypo? 
 
1. Yes, registered in ^hhcountypo 
2. No, registered in other county 
5. ^hhcountypo is incorrect {VOL} {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE REGYRS  
How long has R been registered at location
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY: 
2   IF R REGISTERED AT PRELOAD ADDRESS / 
3   IF R PROVIDED ADDRESS OF REGISTRATION AT CITY LEVEL: 

How many years have you been registered to vote at [this/that] address? 
 

POSTVOTE REGNAMEREV  
RESTRICTED: name under which R is registered to vote
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY: 
2   IF R INDICATED REGISTERED TO VOTE IN THE POST SURVEY: 

Under what name are you registered to vote? 
 
(IF NECESSARY: Some people register to vote under their full name and others  
use different versions of their name. Others might have changed their name  
since they registered.  
What about you? Under what name are you registered to vote?) 
 

POSTVOTE REGPTY  
Party of registration
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE BEING REGISTERED IN THE PRE SURVEY: 
2   IF R INDICATED REGISTERED TO VOTE IN THE POST SURVEY: 
3   IF R IS REGISTERED TO VOTE IN STATE WHERE PARTY MAY BE REGISTERED: 



What political party are you registered with, if any? 
 
1. Democratic party 
2. Republican party 
4. None or 'independent' 
5. Other party {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE RVOTE  
Did R vote
1   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 

In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people 
were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were 
sick, or they just didn't have time. 
Which of the following statements best describes you: 
One, I did not vote (in the election this November); 
Two, I thought about voting this time, but didn't; 
Three, I usually vote, but didn't this time; or 
Four, I am sure I voted? 
 
1. I did not vote (in the election this November) 
2. I thought about voting this time, but didn't 
3. I usually vote, but didn't this time 
4. I am sure I voted

POSTVOTE PRESVT  
Did R vote for President
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

How about the election for President? Did you vote for a candidate for President? 
 
1. Yes, voted for President 
2. No, didn't vote for President

POSTVOTE PRESVTWHO  
For whom did R vote for President
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT: 



Who did you vote for? [ ^dem_pcnamepo, ^rep_pcnamepo / ^rep_pcnamepo,  
^dem_pcnamepo], ^lib_pcnamepo, ^green_pcnamepo, or someone else? 
 
1. ^dem_pcnamepo / ^rep_pcnamepo 
2. ^rep_pcname / ^dem_pcnamepo 
3. ^lib_pcnamepo 
4. ^green_pcnamepo 
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE PRESSTR  
Preference strong for Pres candidate for whom R vote
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT: 
4   IF R'S VOTE FOR PRESIDENT IS NOT DK/RF/SK: 

Would you say your preference for this candidate was strong or not strong? 
 
1. Strong 
2. Not strong

POSTVOTE VTPRESDEC  
How long before election R made decision Pres vote
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R VOTED FOR PRESIDENT: 
4   IF R'S VOTE FOR PRESIDENT IS NOT DK/RF/SK: 

How long before you voted did you decide that you were going to vote the way you did? 
 

POSTVOTE PREFPRES  
Does R prefer Pres candidate (did not vote)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

Did you prefer one of the candidates in the November election for President? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No



POSTVOTE PREFPRWHO  
Preference for Pres candidate (did not vote)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R PREFERRED A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: 

Who did you prefer? [ ^dem_pcnamepo, ^rep_pcnamepo / ^rep_pcnamepo,  
^dem_pcnamepo], ^lib_pcnamepo, ^green_pcnamepo, or someone else? 
 
1. ^dem_pcnamepo / ^rep_pcnamepo 
2. ^rep_pcname / ^dem_pcnamepo 
3. ^lib_pcnamepo 
4. ^green_pcnamepo 
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE PREFPRSTR

Preference strong for Pres candidate (did not vote)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R PREFERRED A PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE: 
4   IF PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATE PREFERENCE IS NOT DK/RF/SK: 

Would you say your preference for this candidate was strong or not strong? 
 
1. Strong 
2. Not strong

POSTVOTE VOTEHS  
Did R vote for U.S. House of Representatives
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

How about the election for the House of Representatives in 
Washington. Did you vote for a candidate for the U.S. House of 
Representatives? 
 
1. Yes, voted for House of Representatives 
2. No, didn't vote for House of Representatives

POSTVOTE HSVTBC  
For whom did R vote for U.S. House (ballot card)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R VOTED FOR U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
4   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S DISTRICT OF RESIDENCE ARE IN USE: 



Who did you vote for? 
 
1. ^dem_hsenamepo / ^rep_hsenamepo 
2. ^rep_hsenamepo / ^dem_hsenamepo 
3. ^ind_hsenamepo  
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE HSVTNOBC  
For whom did R vote for U.S. House (no ballot card)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R VOTED FOR U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES: 
4   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S DISTRICT OF RESIDENCE ARE NOT IN USE: 

Who did you vote for? Which party was that? 
 

POSTVOTE HSPREF

Does R prefer U.S. House candidate
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

How about the election for the House of Representatives in 
Washington? Did you prefer one of the candidates for the U.S. 
House of Representatives? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

POSTVOTE HSPREFBC  
Whom does R prefer for U.S. House (ballot card)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R PREFERRED A CANDIDATE FOR U.S. HOUSE: 
4   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S DISTRICT OF RESIDENCE ARE IN USE: 

Who did you prefer? 
 
1. ^dem_hsenamepo / ^rep_hsenamepo 
2. ^rep_hsenamepo / ^dem_hsenamepo 
3. ^ind_hsenamepo  
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}



POSTVOTE HSPREFNOBC  
Whom does R prefer for U.S. House (no ballot card)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R PREFERRED A CANDIDATE FOR U.S. HOUSE: 
4   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S DISTRICT OF RESIDENCE ARE NOT IN USE: 

Who did you prefer? Which party was that?
 

POSTVOTE VOTESEN  
Did R vote for U.S. Senate - 1 Senate race
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 

How about the election for the United States Senate? Did you vote for a  
candidate for the U.S. Senate? 
 
1. Yes, voted for Senate 
2. No, didn't vote for Senate

POSTVOTE VTSENBC  
R’s vote for U.S. Senate (ballot card) - 1 Senate race
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 
4   IF R VOTED FOR U.S. SENATE: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S REGISTRAION STATE ARE IN USE: 

Who did you vote for? 
 
1. ^dem_sennamepo / ^rep_sennamepo 
2. ^rep_sennamepo / ^dem_sennamepo 
3. ^ind_sennamepo  
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE VTSENNOBC  
R’s vote for U.S. Senate (no ballot card) - 1 Senate race
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 
4   IF R VOTED FOR U.S. SENATE: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S REGISTRAION STATE ARE NOT IN USE: 



Who did you vote for? Which party was that? 
 

POSTVOTE SENPREF  
Does R prefer U.S. Senate candidate - 1 Senate race
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 

How about the election for the United States Senate? Did you prefer one of the  
candidates for the U.S. Senate? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

POSTVOTE SENPREFBC  
Whom does R prefer for U.S. Senate - 1 Senate race
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 
4   IF R PREFERS A CANDIDATE FOR U.S. SENATE: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE IN USE: 

Who did you prefer? 
 
1. ^dem_sennamepo / ^rep_sennamepo 
2. ^rep_sennamepo / ^dem_sennamepo 
3. ^ind_sennamepo  
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE SENPREFNOBC  
Whom does R prefer for U.S. Senate - 1 Senate race
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 
4   IF R PREFERS A CANDIDATE FOR U.S. SENATE: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE NOT IN USE: 

Who did you prefer? Which party was that?
 

POSTVOTE VOTESEN2  
Did R vote for U.S. Senate - 2 Senate races



1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SPECIAL SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 

How about the election for the United States Senate? Did you vote for candidates for the U.S. Senate? 
 
1. Yes, voted for Senate 
2. No, didn't vote for Senate

POSTVOTE VOTESEN2BC  
R’s vote for U.S. Senate (ballot card) - 2 Senate races
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SPECIAL SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 
4   IF R VOTED IN U.S. SPECIAL SENATE ELECTION: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE IN USE: 

Who did you vote for? 
 
1. ^dem_senspecnamepo / ^rep_senspecnamepo 
2. ^rep_senspecnamepo / ^dem_senspecnamepo 
3. ^ind_senspecnamepo 
5. Other candidate  {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE VOTESEN2NOBC  
R’s vote for U.S. Senate (no ballot card) - 2 Senate races
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SPECIAL SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 
4   IF R VOTED IN U.S. SPECIAL SENATE ELECTION: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE NOT IN USE: 

Who did you vote for? Which party was that? 
 

POSTVOTE SENPREF2  
Does R prefer U.S. Senate candidate - 2 Senate races
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SPECIAL SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 

How about the election for the United States Senate? Do you 
prefer one of the candidates for the U.S. Senate? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No



POSTVOTE SENPREF2BC  
Does R prefer U.S. Senate candidate - 2 Senate races
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED:  
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SPECIAL SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE:  
4   IF R PREFERRED A CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. SENATE:  
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE IN USE: 

Who do you prefer? 
 
1. ^dem_senspecnamepo / ^rep_senspecnamepo 
2. ^rep_senspecnamepo / ^dem_senspecnamepo 
3. ^ind_senspecnamepo 
5. Other candidate  {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE SENPREF2NOBC  
Whom does R prefer for U.S. Senate (no ballot card) - 2 Senate races
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED:  
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A SPECIAL SENATE RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE:  
4   IF R PREFERRED A CANDIDATE FOR THE U.S. SENATE:  
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE NOT IN USE: 

Who do you prefer? Which party is that? 
 

POSTVOTE VOTEGOV  
Did R vote for governor
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A GUBERNATORIAL RACE WAS HELD IN REGISTRATION STATE: 

How about the election for Governor ? Did you vote for a candidate for Governor? 
 
1. Yes, voted for governor 
2. No, didn't vote for governor

POSTVOTE VTGOVBC  
R’s vote for governor(ballot card)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A GUBERNATORIAL RACE WAS HELD IN STATE OF REGISTRATION: 
4   IF R VOTED FOR GOVERNOR: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE IN USE: 



Who did you vote for? 
 
1. ^dem_govnamepo / ^rep_govnamepo 
2. ^rep_govnamepo / ^dem_govnamepo 
3. ^ind_govnamepo  
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}

POSTVOTE VTGOVNOBC  
R’s vote for governor (no ballot card)
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A GUBERNATORIAL RACE WAS HELD IN STATE OF REGISTRATION: 
4   IF R VOTED FOR GOVERNOR: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE NOT IN USE: 

Who did you vote for? Which party was that? 
 

POSTVOTE GOVPREF  
Does R prefer gubernatorial candidate
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A GUBERNATORIAL RACE WAS HELD IN STATE OF RESIDENCE: 

How about the election for Governor? Did you prefer one of the candidates  
for Governor? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

POSTVOTE GOVPREFBC  
Whom does R prefer for governor
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A GUBERNATORIAL RACE WAS HELD IN STATE OF RESIDENCE: 
4   IF R PREFERS A CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE IN USE: 

Who did you prefer? 
 
1. ^dem_govnamepo / ^rep_govnamepo 
2. ^rep_govnamepo / ^dem_govnamepo 
3. ^ind_govnamepo  
5. Other candidate {SPECIFY}



POSTVOTE GOVPREFNOBC  
Whom does R prefer for governor
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF A GUBERNATORIAL RACE WAS HELD IN STATE OF RESIDENCE: 
4   IF R PREFERS A CANDIDATE FOR GOVERNOR: 
5   IF PRELOADED CANDIDATE NAMES FOR R'S ADDRESS ARE NOT IN USE: 

Who did you prefer? Which party was that?
 

NONREG REASON  
Reason why R is not registered
1   IF R IS NOT REGISTERED TO VOTE: 
2   IF R HAS BOOKLET IN FTF / 
3   IF MODE IS WEB: 

Please turn to page ^postpg_ae of the booklet. 
 
What is the main reason you are not registered to vote? 
 
You can just give me the number or numbers of your choices. 
 
01. Did not meet registration deadlines 
02. Did not know where or how to register
03. Did not meet residency requirements / did not live here long enough 
04. Registration form was not processed correctly 
05. Did not have required identification 
06. Not interested in the election or not involved in politics 
07. My vote would not make a difference 
08. Permanent illness or disability 
09. Difficulty with English 
10. Not eligible to vote 
11. Other reasons

NONREG OTHREASON  
Other reason why R is not registered
1   IF R IS NOT REGISTERED TO VOTE: 
2   IF R HAS BOOKLET IN FTF / 
3   IF MODE IS WEB: 
4   IF REASON R IS NOT REGISTERED WAS GIVEN AS 'OTHER': 

You said there were other reasons you are not registered to vote.  
What are those reasons? 
 



NONREG REASONNOBKLT  
Reason why R is not registered - No booklet
1   IF R IS NOT REGISTERED TO VOTE: 
2   IF R DOES NOT HAVE BOOKLET IN FTF: 

What is the main reason you are not registered to vote? 
 

VOTEEXP WHENVOTE

When R voted in 2020 election
1   IF R INDICATED IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED / 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

When did you cast your vote in the 2020 general election? On election day,  
a few days before the election day, or a week or more before the election day? 
 
1. On election day 
2. A few days before election day 
3. A week or more before election day

VOTEEXP HOWVOTE  
How R voted in 2020 election
1   IF R INDICATED IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED / 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

How did you vote? In person at the polling place, or by mail or absentee ballot? 
 
1. In person, at the polling place 
2. By mail or absentee ballot

VOTEEXP USUALVOTE  
How does R usually vote
1   IF R INDICATED IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED / 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

Thinking back to previous elections, how do you usually vote?  
In-person at the polling place, by mail or absentee ballot, or is this your first time voting? 
 
1. In-person, at the polling place 
2. By mail or absentee ballot 
3. This is my first time voting



VOTEEXP VOTEHARD  
How difficult was it for R to vote
1   IF R INDICATED IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED / 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

How difficult was it for you to vote in this election?  
 
[Not difficult at all, a little difficult, moderately difficult,  
very difficult, or extremely difficult  
/  
Extremely difficult, very difficult, moderately difficult,  
a little difficult, or not difficult at all]? 
 
1. Not difficult at all 
2. A little difficult 
3. Moderately difficult 
4. Very difficult 
5. Extremely difficult

VOTEEXP VOTEPROB  
Did R encounter any problems when voting
1   IF R INDICATED IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED / 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 

Please turn to page ^postpg_af of the booklet. 
  
Did you encounter any of the following problems in trying to vote in this election? 
(Mark all that apply.) 
 
1. Registration problem 
2. Concern about identification card  
3. Difficulty obtaining absentee ballot  
4. Confusion about ballot or machine 
5. Difficulty getting to polling place 
6. Long wait times 
7. My work schedule 
8. Bad weather 
9. Issue mailing my ballot 
10. Other problem {SPECIFY} 
11. None at all

VOTEEXP WAITTIME  
How long was wait time at polling place
1   IF R INDICATED IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED / 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R VOTED IN-PERSON: 



Please turn to page ^postpg_ag of the booklet. 
 
About how long was the wait time at your polling place? 
 
0-15 minutes, 16-30 minutes, 31-59 minutes, 1-2 hours, or more than 2 hours? 
 
1. 0-15 minutes 
2. 16-30 minutes 
3. 31-59 minutes 
4. 1-2 hours 
5. More than 2 hours

VOTEEXP TRVLTIME  
How long does it take to get to polling place
1   IF R INDICATED IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED / 
2   IF R REPORTED IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R VOTED IN-PERSON: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_ag of the booklet.) 
 
About how long does it take you to travel to your polling place? 
 
0-15 minutes, 16-30 minutes, 31-59 minutes, 1-2 hours, or more than 2 hours? 
 
1. 0-15 minutes 
2. 16-30 minutes 
3. 31-59 minutes 
4. 1-2 hours 
5. More than 2 hours

VOTEEXP NOVOTERSN  
Main reason R did not vote
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R HAS BOOKLET IN FTF / 
4   IF MODE IS WEB: 



Please turn to page ^postpg_ah of the booklet. 
 
What is the main reason you did not vote?
 
1. I forgot 
2. I'm not interested 
3. Too busy 
4. Did not like the candidates 
5. I am not registered 
6. I did not have the correct form of identification 
7. Out of town 
8. Sick or disabled 
9. Transportation 
10. Bad weather 
11. The line at the polls was too long 
12. I was not allowed to vote at the polls, even though I tried 
13. I requested but did not receive an absentee ballot 
14. I did not know where to vote 
15. I did not feel that I knew enough about the choices 
16. Other {SPECIFY} 
55. Don't know

VOTEEXP NOVOTEOTHRSN  
Any other reason R did not vote
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R HAS BOOKLET IN FTF / 
4   IF MODE IS WEB: 
5   IF MAIN REASON R DID NOT VOTE WAS NOT DON'T KNOW: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_ah of the booklet.) 
 
Was there any other reason you did not vote? 
 
1. I forgot 
2. I'm not interested 
3. Too busy 
4. Did not like the candidates 
5. I am not registered 
6. I did not have the correct form of identification 
7. Out of town 
8. Sick or disabled 
9. Transportation 
10. Bad weather 
11. The line at the polls was too long 
12. I was not allowed to vote at the polls, even though I tried 
13. I requested but did not receive an absentee ballot 
14. I did not know where to vote 
15. I did not feel that I knew enough about the choices 
16. Other {SPECIFY} 
17. There were no other reasons {VOL} 
55. Don't know



VOTEEXP NOVOTERSNNOBKLT  
Main reason R did not vote - No booklet
1   IF R DID NOT INDICATE IN THE PRE THAT R ALREADY VOTED: 
2   IF R DID NOT REPORT IN THE POST THAT R VOTED: 
3   IF R DOES NOT HAVE BOOKLET IN FTF: 

What is the main reason you did not vote?
 

OFCREC COMMIT  
Office recall - commit to not look up answers

Now we have a set of questions concerning various public figures.  
 
We are interested in the guesses people make when they do not know  
the answer to a question. We will ask you about several public  
figures. Some may be easy, but others are meant to be so difficult  
that you will have to guess.    
 
In fact, for some of these questions, if you answer correctly, we  
will know that you probably looked up the answer.         
 
Please do not look up the answers you do not know. Instead, please  
just make your best guess.    
 
Will you please promise to try your best without looking up any  
answers? Or do you not want to make that promise? 
 
1. I promise to try my best without looking up any answers 
2. I do not want to make that promise

OFCREC CATCH  
Office recall: Catch question
1   IF MODE=WEB: 

The first name is: Lemanu Peleti Mauga 
What job or political office does he now hold? 
 

OFCREC FEEDBACK1  
Office recall: feedback 1



1   IF MODE=WEB / 
2   IF CATCH ANSWERED CORRECTLY = RESPONSE INCLUDES "SAMOA" OR "GOV": 

You are right! Did you look up the answer to that question, or did you  
already know it yourself? 
 
1. I looked it up 
2. I already knew it

OFCREC FEEDBACK2  
Office recall: feedback 2
1   IF MODE=WEB /  
2   IF CATCH ANSWERED CORRECTLY = RESPONSE INCLUDES "SAMOA" OR "GOV": 

Please do not look up the answers yet! 
 
For the next questions, please make your best guess without any help. After  
you do that, we will show you all the right answers. 
 
Click next to continue. 
 

OFCREC KNVP  
Office recall: Vice-President Pence

The first name is: 
Mike Pence 
What job or political office does he now hold? 
 

OFCREC KNSPK  
Office recall: Speaker of the House Pelosi

Nancy Pelosi 
What job or political office does she now hold? 
 

OFCREC KNGMCH  
Office recall: German Chancellor Angela Merkel



Angela Merkel 
What job or political office does she now hold? 
 

OFCREC KNRUS  
Office recall: Russian President Vladimir Putin

Vladimir Putin 
What job or political office does he now hold? 
 

OFCREC KNCHJ  
Office recall: US Supreme Ct Chief Justice Roberts

John Roberts 
What job or political office does he now hold? 
 

OFCREC DEBRIEF  
Office recall: Debrief
1   IF MODE=WEB / 
2   IF CATCH ANSWERED CORRECTLY = RESPONSE INCLUDES "SAMOA" OR "GOV": 

Thank you for answering these last few questions. Here are the answers. 
 
Lemanu Peleti Mauga is the Lt. Governor of American Samoa 
Mike Pence is the Vice President of the United States 
Nancy Pelosi is the Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives  
Angela Merkel is the Chancellor of Germany 
Vladimir Putin is the President of Russia
John Roberts is the Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court 
 
Please click Next to Continue. 
 

THERMPO THPOINTRO  
INTRO - POST-ELECTION POLITICAL FIGURE THERMOMETERS



Please turn to page ^postpg_c of the booklet. 
 
I'd like to get your feelings toward some of our political 
leaders and other people who are in the news these days. 
I'll read the name of a person and I'd like you to rate that 
person using something we call the feeling thermometer. 
 
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel  
favorable and warm toward the person. Ratings between 0 degrees  
and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the person  
and that you don't care too much for that person. You would rate the  
person at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel particularly warm or  
cold toward the person. 
 
If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you 
don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on  
to the n 
 

THERMPO THPODPC  
Feeling thermometer: Democratic Presidential candidate

Looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.
 
How would you rate: 
 ^dem_pcnamepo 
 

THERMPO THPORPC  
Feeling thermometer: Republican Presidential candidate

Looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.
 
How would you rate: 
 ^rep_pcnamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOHDC  
Feeling thermometer: HOUSE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
1   IF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN U.S. HOUSE RACE IN R'S CURRENT DISTRICT: 



(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^dem_hsenamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOHRC  
Feeling thermometer: HOUSE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
1   IF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN U.S. HOUSE RACE IN R'S CURRENT DISTRICT: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^rep_hsenamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOHOTH  
Feeling thermometer: HOUSE IND/3rd-PARTY CANDIDATE
1   IF INDEPENDENT/3rd-PARTY CANDIDATE IN U.S. HOUSE RACE IN R'S CURRENT 
2   DISTRICT: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^ind_hsenamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOSDC  
Feeling thermometer: SENATE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
1   IF SENATE RACE IN R'S CURRENT STATE: 
2   IF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^dem_sennamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOSRC  
Feeling thermometer: SENATE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE



1   IF SENATE RACE IN R'S CURRENT STATE: 
2   IF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^rep_sennamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOSOTH  
Feeling thermometer: SENATE IND/3rd-PARTY CANDIDATE
1   IF SENATE RACE IN R'S CURRENT STATE: 
2   IF INDEPENDENT CANDIDATE IN SENATE RACE: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^ind_sennamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOSSDC  
Feeling thermometer: SPECIAL SENATE DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
1   IF SPECICAL SENATE RACE IN R'S CURRENT STATE: 
2   IF DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE IN SPECIAL SENATE RACE: 
3   IF R'S CURRENT STATE IS ARIZONA: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^dem_senspecnamepo 
 

THERMPO THPOSSRC  
Feeling thermometer: SPECIAL SENATE REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE
1   IF SPECIAL SENATE RACE IN R'S CURRENT STATE: 
2   IF REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE IN SPECIAL SENATE RACE: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^rep_senspecnamepo 
 



THERMPO THPOSENSR  
Feeling thermometer: SR. SENATOR IN STATE WITHOUT RACE
1   IF NO SENATE RACE IN R's CURRENT STATE: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^norace_srsenname 
 

THERMPO THPOSENJR  
Feeling thermometer: JR. SENATOR IN STATE WITHOUT RACE
1   IF NO SENATE RACE IN R's CURRENT STATE: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^norace_jrsenname 
 

THERMPO THPOSENNOT  
Feeling thermometer: NONRUNNING SENATOR IN STATE W/RACE
1   IF SENATE RACE IN R's CURRENT STATE: 

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
^race_sennotuppo 
 

THERMPO THPODVPC  
Feeling thermometer: Democratic Vice Presidential cand

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.)  
 
(How would you rate:)  
^dem_vpcname 
 



THERMPO THPORVPC  
Feeling thermometer: Republican Vice Presidential cand

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.)  
 
(How would you rate:)  
^rep_vpcname 
 

THERMPO THFAUCI  
Feeling thermometer: Dr. Anthony Fauci

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
Dr. Anthony Fauci 
 

THERMGR THGRINTRO  
INTRO POST-ELECTION GROUP THERMOMETERS

Still using the thermometer, how would you rate the following groups: 
 

THERMGR THGRFUND  
Feeling thermometer: CHRISTIAN FUNDAMENTALISTS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Christian Fundamentalists 
 

THERMGR THGRFEM  
Feeling thermometer: FEMINISTS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Feminists 
 



THERMGR THGRLIB  
Feeling thermometer: LIBERALS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Liberals 
 

THERMGR THGRLAB  
Feeling thermometer: LABOR UNIONS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Labor unions 
 

THERMGR THGRBIGB  
Feeling thermometer: BIG BUSINESS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Big business 
 

THERMGR THGRCONS  
Feeling thermometer: CONSERVATIVES

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Conservatives 
 

THERMGR THGRSCT  
Feeling thermometer: THE U.S. SUPREME COURT



(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
The U.S. Supreme Court 
 

THERMGR THGRGAY  
Feeling thermometer: GAY MEN AND LESBIANS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Gay men and lesbians 
 

THERMGR THGRCONG  
Feeling thermometer: CONGRESS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Congress 
 

THERMGR THGRMUSL  
Feeling thermometer: MUSLIMS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Muslims 
 

THERMGR THGRXTIAN  
Feeling thermometer: CHRISTIANS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Christians 
 



THERMGR JEWS  
Feeling thermometer: JEWS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Jews 
 

THERMGR POLICE  
Feeling thermometer: POLICE

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Police 
 

THERMGR TRANS  
Feeling thermometer: TRANSGENDER PEOPLE

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Transgender people 
 

THERMGR SCIENT  
Feeling thermometer: SCIENTISTS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Scientists 
 

THERMGR BLM  
Feeling thermometer: BLACK LIVES MATTER



(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) 
 
(How would you rate:) 
Black Lives Matter movement 
 

THERMGR JOURN  
Feeling thermometer: JOURNALISTS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
Journalists 
 

THERMGR NATO  
Feeling thermometer: NATO

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
NATO 
 

THERMGR UN  
Feeling thermometer: UNITED NATIONS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
The United Nations (UN)? 
 

THERMGR NRA  
Feeling thermometer: NRA

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
The National Rifle Association (NRA)? 
 



THERMGR SOCIAL  
Feeling thermometer: SOCIALISTS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
Socialists? 
 

THERMGR CAPITAL  
Feeling thermometer: CAPITALISTS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
Capitalists? 
 

THERMGR FBI  
Feeling thermometer: FBI

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)? 
 

THERMGR ICE  
Feeling thermometer: ICE

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
The Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) agency? 
 

THERMGR METOO  
Feeling thermometer: METOO

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
The #MeToo movement? 
 



THERMGR RURAL  
Feeling thermometer: RURAL AMERICANS

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
Rural Americans? 
 

THERMGR PLANPARENT  
Feeling thermometer: PLANNED PARENTHOOD

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
Planned Parenthood? 
 

THERMGR WHO  
Feeling thermometer: WHO

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
The World Health Organization (WHO)? 
 

THERMGR CDC  
Feeling thermometer: CDC

(Still looking at page ^postpg_c of the booklet.) (How would you rate:)  
 
The Centers for Disease Control (CDC)? 
 

THERMGR TRANS1  
Transition: THERMGR to INCUMBHS

Next, we will be asking you some questions on a different topic. 
 



INCUMBHS HINCAPP  
Approve or disapprove of House incumbent
1   IF NAME OF U.S. HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE IN OFFICE PRIOR TO THE ELECTION IS PRELOADED: 

No longer looking at the booklet now. 
 
In general, do you approve or disapprove of the way ^inc_hsenamepo has been  
handling ^inc_hsegen2po job? 
 
1. Approve 
2. Disapprove

INCUMBHS HINCAPPSTR  
How much approve House incumbent
1   IF NAME OF U.S. HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE IN OFFICE PRIOR TO THE ELECTION IS PRELOADED: 
2   IF R APPROVES HOUSE INCUMBENT JOB: 

Do you approve strongly or not strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

INCUMBHS HINDISSTR  
How much disapprove House incumbent
1   IF NAME OF U.S. HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE IN OFFICE PRIOR TO THE ELECTION IS PRELOADED: 
2   IF R DISAPPROVES HOUSE INCUMBENT JOB:

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

INCUMBHS HINCTOUCH  
How good a job does House incumbent do in district
1   IF NAME OF U.S. HOUSE REPRESENTATIVE IN OFFICE PRIOR TO THE ELECTION IS PRELOADED: 



How good a job would you say U.S. Representative  ^inc_hsenamepo does  
of keeping in touch with the people in your district -- does ^inc_hsegen1po 
do [a very good job, fairly good, fairly poor, or a very poor job / a very poor job,  
fairly poor, fairly good, or very good job] of keeping in touch with the people  
in this district? 
 
1. Very good 
2. Fairly good 
3. Fairly poor 
4. Very poor

MIP PROB1  
Mention 1 most important problems facing the country

Switching to another topic. 
What do you think are the most important problems facing this country? 
If you think there are more than one, please briefly tell me one problem now. 
 

MIP PROB1PTY

Party to deal with mention 1 MIP
1   IF FIRST MENTION OF MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM IS NOT DK, SK OR REFUSED: 

Which political party do you think would be the most likely to get the 
government to do a better job in dealing with this problem -- [the 
Democrats, the Republicans / the Republicans, the Democrats] or  
wouldn't there be much difference between them? 
 
1. Democrats / Republicans 
2. Republicans / Democrats 
3. Wouldn't be much difference

MIP PROB2  
Mention 2 most important problems facing the country
1   IF FIRST MENTION OF MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM IS NOT DK, SK, OR REFUSED: 

Can you think of any other important problems facing this country? If so, 
please briefly mention one of them now. 
 



MIP PROB2PTY

Party to deal with mention 2 MIP
1   IF SECOND MENTION OF MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM IS NOT DK, SK, OR REFUSED: 

Which political party do you think would be the most likely to get the 
government to do a better job in dealing with this problem -- [the 
Democrats, the Republicans / the Republicans, the Democrats] or  
wouldn't there be much difference between them? 
 
1. Democrats / Republicans 
2. Republicans / Democrats 
3. Wouldn't be much difference

MIP PROB3  
Mention 3 most important problems facing the country
1   IF SECOND MENTION OF MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM IS NOT DK, SK, OR REFUSED: 

Can you think of any other important problems facing this country? If so, 
please briefly mention one of them now. 
 

MIP PROB3PTY

Party to deal with mention 3 MIP
1   IF THIRD MENTION OF MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEM IS NOT DK, SK, OR REFUSED: 

Which political party do you think would be the most likely to get the 
government to do a better job in dealing with this problem -- [the 
Democrats, the Republicans / the Republicans, the Democrats] or  
wouldn't there be much difference between them? 
 
1. Democrats /  Republicans 
2. Republicans / Democrats 
3. Wouldn't be much difference

MIP MOSTPROB  
Which among mentions is the most important problem
1   IF R HAS MENTIONED MORE THAN 1 IMPORTANT PROBLEM IN THE COUNTRY: 

Of those you've mentioned, what would you say is the single most  
important problem the country faces? 
 



EFFICPO CARESTD

[STD] Publ officials don’t care what people think

(Please turn to page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) For the following 
statements, please tell me how strongly you agree or disagree: 'Public officials  
don't care much what people like me think.'  
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

EFFICPO SAYSTD  
[STD] Have no say about what govt does

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.)  
 
'People like me don't have any say about what the government does.'  
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

EFFICPO COMPLICREV  
[REV] Politics/govt too complicatd to understand



Please turn to page [^postpg_q / ^postpg_r] of the booklet. 
 
How often do politics and government seem so complicated that you can't really  
understand what's going on?  
[Always, most of the time, about half the time, some of the time, or never / 
Never, some of the time, about half the time, most of the time, or always] ? 
 
1. Always 
2. Most of the time 
3. About half the time 
4. Some of the time 
5. Never

EFFICPO UNDREV  
[REV] How well does R understand important political issues

Not using the booklet. 
 
How well do you understand the important political issues facing our country?  
[Extremely well, very well, moderately well, slightly well, or not well at all /  
Not well at all, slightly well, moderately well, very well, or extremely well]? 
 
1. Extremely well 
2. Very well 
3. Moderately well 
4. Slightly well 
5. Not well at all

PTYDIFF IMPDIFFPTY  
Important differences in what major parties stand for

Next, do you think there are any important differences in what the Republicans and  
Democrats stand for? 
 
1. Yes, differences 
2. No, no differences

PTYCONS PTYCONS  
Is one of the parties more conservative than the other

Would you say that one of the parties is more conservative than the other at the  
national level? 
 
1. Yes, one party more conservative 
2. No, one party not more conservative



PTYCONS PTYCONSWH  
Which is the party that is more conservative
1   IF R SAYS THAT ONE OF THE MAJOR PARTIES IS MORE CONSERVATIVE: 

Which party is more conservative? 
 
1. Democrats 
2. Republicans

ELECTINTPO COUNTFAIR  
Electoral integrity Post: how often are votes counted fairly

In your view, how often do the following things occur in this country's elections:  
 
Votes are counted fairly? 
 
[All of the time, most of the time, about half of the time, some of the time, or never / 
Never, some of the time, about half of the time, most of the time, or all of the time]? 
 
1. All of the time  
2. Most of the time  
3. About half of the time  
4. Some of the time  
5. Never

ELECTMORE HISP  
How important that more hispanics get elected

How important is it that more Hispanics be elected to political office?  
 
[Extremely important, very important, moderately important, a little  
important, or not at all important / Not at all important, a little  
important, moderately important, very important, or extremely important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

ELECTMORE BLACK  
How important that more Blacks get elected



How important is it that more blacks be elected to political office? 
 
[Extremely important, very important, moderately important, a little  
important, or not at all important / Not at all important, a little  
important, moderately important, very important, or extremely  
important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

ELECTMORE ASIAN  
How important that more Asians get elected

How important is it that more Asians be elected to political office? 
 
[Extremely important, very important, moderately important, a little  
important, or not at all important / Not at all important, a little  
important, moderately important, very important, or extremely  
important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

ELECTMORE LGBT  
How important that more lgbt get elected

How important is it that more lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender  
people be elected to political office? 
 
[Extremely important, very important, moderately important, a little  
important, or not at all important / Not at all important, a little  
important, moderately important, very important, or extremely  
important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important



ELECTMORE WOMEN  
How important that more women get elected

How important is it that more women be elected to political office? 
 
[Extremely important, very important, moderately important, a little  
important, or not at all important / Not at all important, a little  
important, moderately important, very important, or extremely  
important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

CAMPFIN SPENDLIM  
Limits on campaign spending

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose placing limits on political  
campaign spending? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

CAMPFIN ORG  
Congress pass laws that benefit contributor organization

Looking at page [^postpg_f / ^postpg_g] of the booklet. When organizations spend  
^indirect_amt on advertising to support candidates for Congress, how much does  
Congress respond by passing laws to benefit those organizations?  
 
[A great deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all / Not at all, a  
little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. Not at all

CAMPFIN DIRECT  
Congress pass laws that benefit contributor individuals



Looking at page [^postpg_f / ^postpg_g] of the booklet. When people give ^direct_amt  
each to the election campaigns of Members of Congress, how much does Congress respond  
by passing laws to benefit people who gave them money?  
 
[A great deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all / Not at all, a little,  
a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. Not at all

CAMPFIN DONATE  
Congress change votes because of donation to campaign

How often do Members of Congress change their votes on legislation  
because someone donates money to their campaign? 
 
[Never, rarely, a moderate amount of time, very often, or  
all the time / All the time, very often, a moderate amount of time,  
rarely, or never]? 
 
1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. A moderate amount of time 
4. Very  often 
5. All the time

IMPORTS IMPORTLIM  
Favor or oppose limits on foreign imports new version

Some people have suggested placing new limits on foreign imports in order  
to protect American jobs. Others say that such limits would raise consumer  
prices and hurt American exports. 
Do you favor or oppose placing new limits on imports? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose

IMPORTS IMPORTLIMSTR  
Strength favor limits on foreign imports new version
1   IF R FAVORS PLACING NEW LIMITS ON IMPORTS /  
2   IF R OPPOSES PLACING NEW LIMITS ON IMPORTS: 



Do you [favor / oppose] placing new limits on imports strongly or not strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

IMMIGPO IMMLEVEL  
What should immigration levels be

Do you think the number of immigrants from foreign countries who are  
permitted to come to the United States to live should be [increased a lot,  
increased a little, left the same as it is now, decreased a little, or decreased  
a lot / decreased a lot, decreased a little, left the same as it is now, increased  
a little, or increased a lot]? 
 
1. Increased a lot 
2. Increased a little 
3. Left the same as it is now 
4. Decreased a little 
5. Decreased a lot

IMMIGPO IMMJOBS  
How likely immigration will take away jobs

Now I'd like to ask you about immigration in recent years. 
How likely is it that recent immigration levels will take jobs away from  
people already here -- [extremely likely, very likely, somewhat likely, or  
not at all likely / not at all likely, somewhat likely, very likely, or extremely likely]? 
 
1. Extremely likely 
2. Very likely 
3. Somewhat likely 
4. Not at all likely

IMMIGPO REFUGEES  
Favor or oppose allowing refugees to come to U.S.

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose allowing refugees  
who are fleeing war, persecution, or natural disasters in other  
countries to come to live in the U.S.? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose



IMMIGPO REFUGEESSTR  
Favor or oppose allowing refugees to come to U.S.
1   IF R SAYS FAVOR ALLOWING REFUGEES IN THE U.S. /  
2   IF R SAYS OPPOSE ALLOWING REFUGEES IN THE U.S.: 

Do you [favor / oppose] that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a  
little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal  
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

IMMIGPO ILLIMCRIME  
Effect of illegal immig on crime rate

Does illegal immigration increase, decrease, or have no effect on the  
crime rate in the U.S.? 
 
1. Increase 
2. Decrease 
3. Have no effect

IMMIGPO ILLIMCRIMESTR  
Effect of illegal immig on crime rate strength
1   IF R SAYS INCREASES CRIME RATE /  
2   IF R SAYS DECREASES CRIME RATE: 

Does it [increase / decrease] the crime rate [a lot, a moderate amount,  
or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a lot]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

IMMIGPO PATHWAY  
Favor or oppose providing a path to citizenship



Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose providing a path  
to citizenship for unauthorized immigrants who obey the law, pay a  
fine, and pass security checks? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

IMMIGPO PATHWAYSTR  
Favor or oppose providing a path to citizenship strength
1   IF R FAVORS PROVIDING A PATH TO CITIZENSHIP /  
2   IF R OPPOSES PROVIDING A PATH TO CITIZENSHIP: 

Do you [favor / oppose] that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a  
little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal  
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

IMMIGPO RETURN  
Favor or oppose returning unauthorized immig to native country

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose returning all  
unauthorized immigrants to their native countries? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

IMMIGPO RETURNSTR  
Favor or oppose returning unauthorized immig to native country strength
1   IF R FAVORS RETURNING ALL UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS /  
2   IF R OPPOSES RETURNING ALL UNAUTHORIZED IMMIGRANTS: 

Do you [favor / oppose] that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a  
little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal  
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little



IMMIGPO FAMSEP  
Favor or oppose separating children of detained immigrants

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose separating the  
children of detained immigrants, rather than keeping them with  
their parents in adult detention centers?
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

IMMIGPO FAMSEPSTR  
Favor or oppose separating children of detained immigrants strength
1   IF R FAVORS SEPARATING THE CHILDREN OF DETAINED IMMIGRANTS /  
2   IF R OPPOSES SEPARATING THE CHILDREN OF DETAINED IMMIGRANTS: 

Do you [favor / oppose] that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a  
little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal  
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

AFFIRM AFFOPIN  
For or against preferential hiring/promotion of blacks

Some people say that because of past discrimination, blacks should be given  
preference in hiring and promotion. Others say that such preference in hiring  
and promotion of blacks is wrong because it gives blacks advantages they haven't  
earned. 
 
What about your opinion -- are you for or against preferential hiring and promotion  
of blacks? 
 
1. For preferential hiring and promotion of blacks 
2. Against preferential hiring and promotion of blacks

AFFIRM AFFFAV  
Strength favor preferential hiring/promotion of blacks
1   IF R IS FOR PREFERENTIAL HIRING AND PROMOTION FOR BLACKS: 



Do you favor preference in hiring and promotion strongly or not strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

AFFIRM AFFOPP  
Strength oppose preferential hiring/promotion blacks
1   IF R IS AGAINST PREFERENTIAL HIRING AND PROMOTION FOR BLACKS: 

Do you oppose preference in hiring and promotion strongly or not strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

LIMTGOV LESSGOVT  
Less govt better OR more that govt should be doing

Which of the following statements comes closer to your view? 
 
One, the less government, the better; or Two, there are more things  
that government should be doing. 
 
1. The less government the better 
2. More things government should be doing

LIMTGOV LESSGOVTSTR  
Less govt better OR more that govt should be doing strength
1   IF R BELIEVES LESS GOVERNMENT IS BETTER /  
2   IF R BELIEVES THERE ARE MORE THINGS FOR THE GOVERNMENT TO DO: 

How strongly do you feel this way?  
 
[Very strongly, somewhat strongly, or not strongly / Not strongly, somewhat  
strongly, or very strongly]? 
 
1. Very strongly 
2. Somewhat strongly 
3. Not strongly

LIMTGOV REGULATE  
Would it be good for more or less govt regulation



Please look at page [^postpg_ee/^postpg_ff] of the booklet.  
 
Would it be good for society to have [more government regulation,  
about the same amount of regulation as there is now,  
or less government regulation / less government regulation, 
about the same amount of regulation as there is now,  
or more government regulation]? 
 
1. Much more 
2. Somewhat more 
3. A little more 
4. About the same amount 
5. A little less 
6. Somewhat less 
7. Much less

LIMTGOV INEQRED  
Favor govt trying to reduce income inequality

Next, do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose the government 
trying to reduce the difference in incomes between the richest and  
poorest households? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

LIMTGOV INEQREDSTR  
Favor govt trying to reduce income inequality strength
1   IF R FAVORS GOVT REDUCING DIFFERENCES /  
2   IF R OPPOSES GOVT REDUCING DIFFERENCE: 

Do you favor that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little,  
a moderate amount, or a great deal]? / Do you oppose that [a great deal, a  
moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal  
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

EGAL EGALINTRO  
INTRO - EGALITARIANISM



Please turn to page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet. 
 
I am going to read several more statements.  
After each one, I would like you to tell me how strongly you agree or disagree. 
The first statement is: 
 

EGAL DONECESS  
Society should make sure everyone has equal opportunity

'Our society should do whatever is necessary to make sure that  
everyone has an equal opportunity to succeed.' 
 
Looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet. 
Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement? 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

EGAL WORRYLESS  
We’d be better off if worried less about equality

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'This country would be better off if we worried less about  
how equal people are.' 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

EGAL NOTBIGPROB  
Not a big problem if some have more chance in life



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'It is not really that big a problem if some people have  
more of a chance in life than others.' 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

EGAL FEWERPROBS  
If people were treated more fairly would be fewer probs

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'If people were treated more equally in this country we  
would have many fewer problems.' 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

MORALTRAD ADJMORAL  
Agree/disagree: world is changing and we should adjust



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'The world is always changing and we should adjust our view of moral behavior  
to those changes.' 
Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement? 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

MORALTRAD MORETRAD  
Agree/disagree: more emphasis on traditional family values

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'This country would have many fewer problems if there were more emphasis on  
traditional family ties.' 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

AUTH AUTHINTRO  
INTRO - AUTHORITARIANISM

On another topic. 
Although there are a number of qualities that people feel that children should  
have, every person thinks that some are more important than others. 
I am going to read you pairs of desirable qualities. 
 

AUTH CHILDIND  
Child trait more important: independence or respect



Please tell me which one you think is more important for a child to have: 
Independence or respect for elders 
 
1. Independence 
2. Respect for elders 
3. Both {VOL} 
4. Neither {VOL}

AUTH CHILDCUR  
Child trait more important: curiosity or good manners

(Which one is more important for a child to have:) 
Curiosity or good manners 
 
1. Curiosity 
2. Good manners 
3. Both {VOL} 
4. Neither {VOL}

AUTH CHILDOBED  
Child trait more important: obedience or self-reliance

(Which one is more important for a child to have:) 
Obedience or self-reliance 
 
1. Obedience 
2. Self-reliance 
3. Both {VOL} 
4. Neither {VOL}

AUTH CHILDCONSID  
Child trait more important: considerate or well-behaved

(Which one is more important for a child to have:) 
Being considerate or well behaved 
 
1. Being considerate 
2. Well behaved 
3. Both {VOL} 
4. Neither {VOL}

NATLSM AMWORLD  
Better if rest of world more like America



Please turn to page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet. 
 
'The world would be a better place if people from other countries were more like  
Americans.' 
Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly] with this statement? 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

NATLSM USOTHCNTRY  
Is the U.S. better or worse than most other countries

Generally speaking, is the United States better, worse, or about the  
same as most other countries? 
 
1. Better  
2. Worse 
3. The same

NATLSM USOTHCNTRYSTR  
Is the U.S. better or worse than most other countries strength
1   IF R THINKS US IS BETTER /  
2   IF R THINKS US IS WORSE: 

Is that [a lot better or somewhat better / somewhat better or a lot better]? /  
Is that [a lot worse or somewhat worse / somewhat worse or a lot worse]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Somewhat

RURALRES DESGOVT  
Ppl in rural areas get more or less from govt

Compared to people living in cities, do people living in small towns  
and rural areas get more, the same, or less than they deserve from  
the government? 
 
1. More 
2. The same 
3. Less



RURALRES DESGOVTSTR  
Ppl in rural areas get more or less from govt strength
1   IF R THINKS RURAL AREAS GET MORE THAN THEY DESERVE /  
2   IF R THINKS RURAL AREAS GET LESS THAN THEY DESERVE: 

[Do they get [a great deal more, moderately more, or a little more / a  
little more, moderately more, or a great deal more] than they deserve  
from the government? /  
Do they get [a great deal less, moderately less, or a little less / a  
little less, moderately less, or a great deal less] than they deserve  
from the government?] 
 
1. A great deal 
2. Moderately 
3. A little

RURALRES INFGOVT  
Ppl in rural areas have too much or too little influence

Compared to people living in cities, do people living in small towns  
and rural areas have too much influence, too little influence, or  
about the right amount of influence on government? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

RURALRES INFGOVTSTR  
Ppl in rural areas have too much or too little influence strength
1   IF R THINKS RURAL AREAS HAVE TOO MUCH INFLUENCE /  
2   IF R THINKS RURAL AREAS HAVE TOO LITTLE INFLUENCE: 

[Do they have [much too much, somewhat too much, or a bit too much /  
a bit too much, somewhat too much, or much too much] influence on  
government? /  
Do they have [much too little, somewhat too little, or a bit too  
little / a bit too little, somewhat too little, or much too little]  
influence on government?] 
 
1. Much too much / Much too little 
2. Somewhat too much / Somewhat too little 
3. A bit too much / A bit too little



RURALRES RESPECT  
Ppl in rural areas get too much or too little respect

Do people living in small towns and rural areas get too much respect, too  
little respect, or about the right amount of respect from people living  
in cities? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

RURALRES RESPECTSTR  
Ppl in rural areas get too much or too little respect strength
1   IF R THINKS RURAL AREAS GET TOO MUCH RESPECT /  
2   IF R THINKS RURAL AREAS GET TOO LITTLE RESPECT: 

[Do they get [much too much, somewhat too much, or a bit too much /  
a bit too much, somewhat too much, or much too much] respect from  
people living in cities? /  
Do they get [much too little, somewhat too little, or a bit too little /  
a bit too little, somewhat too little, or much too little] respect from  
people living in cities?] 
 
1. Much too much / Much too little 
2. Somewhat too much / Somewhat too little 
3. A bit too much / A bit too little

GENROLES WKMOTH  
Easier or harder for working mother to bond with child

Do you think it is easier, harder, or neither easier nor harder for mothers  
who work outside the home to establish a warm and secure relationship  
with their children than it is for mothers who stay at home? 
 
1. Easier 
2. Harder 
3. Neither easier nor harder

GENROLES WKEAS  
How much easier for working mother to bond with child
1   IF R SAYS IT IS EASIER FOR WORKING MOTHERS TO ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIP WITH CHILDREN: 



Is it [a great deal easier, somewhat easier, or slightly easier / slightly  
easier, somewhat easier, or a great deal easier] for mothers who work  
outside the home to establish a warm and secure relationship with their  
children? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. Somewhat 
3. Slightly

GENROLES WKHARD  
How much harder for working mother to bond with child
1   IF R SAYS IT IS HARDER FOR WORKING MOTHERS TO ESTABLISH RELATIONSHIP WITH CHILDREN: 

Is it [a great deal harder, somewhat harder, or slightly harder / slightly  
harder, somewhat harder, or a great deal harder] for mothers who work  
outside the home to establish a warm and secure relationship with their  
children? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. Somewhat 
3. Slightly

GENROLES WKWIFE  
Better if man works and woman takes care of home

Do you think it is better, worse, or makes no difference for the family as a  
whole if the man works outside the home and the woman takes care of  
the home and family? 
 
1. Better 
2. Worse 
3. Makes no difference

GENROLES WKWBETT  
How much better if man works and woman at home
1   IF R SAYS IT IS BETTER FOR THE MAN TO WORK AND THE WOMAN TO STAY AT HOME: 

Is it [much better, somewhat better, or slightly better / slightly better, 
somewhat better, or much better]? 
 
1. Much 
2. Somewhat 
3. Slightly



GENROLES WKWWRS  
How much worse if man works and woman at home
1   IF R SAYS IT IS WORSE FOR THE MAN TO WORK AND THE WOMAN TO STAY AT HOME: 

Is it [much worse, somewhat worse, or slightly worse / slightly worse, 
somewhat worse, or much worse]? 
 
1. Much 
2. Somewhat 
3. Slightly

MODSEXM SPECFAV  
Do women demanding equality seek special favors

Please turn to page [^postpg_q / ^postpg_r] of the booklet. 
 
When women demand equality these days, how often are they actually  
seeking special favors? [always, most of the time, about half the time,  
some of the time, or never / never, some of the time, about half the  
time, most of the time, or always]? 
 
1. Always 
2. Most of the time 
3. About half the time 
4. Some of the time 
5. Never

MODSEXM COMDISC  
Do women complaining about discrim cause more problems

(Still looking at page [^postpg_q / ^postpg_r] of the booklet.) 
 
When women complain about discrimination, how often do they cause more  
problems than they solve? [always, most of the time, about half the time,  
some of the time, or never / never, some of the time, about half the time,  
most of the time, or always]? 
 
1. Always 
2. Most of the time 
3. About half the time 
4. Some of the time 
5. Never



RESENT POSBLKINT  
INTRO - POSITION OF BLACKS IN SOCIETY

Now I'm going to read several more statements. 
After each one, I would like you to tell me how strongly you agree or disagree. 
 
Looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet, the first statement is: 
 

RESENT WORKWAY  
Agree/disagree: blacks shd work way up w/o special favors

'Irish, Italian, Jewish and many other minorities overcame prejudice and  
worked their way up. Blacks should do the same without any special favors.' 
 
Looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet. 
Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement? 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

RESENT GENRTNS  
Agree/disagree: past slavery make more diff for blacks

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make it  
difficult for blacks to work their way out of the lower class.' 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly



RESENT DESERVE  
Agree/disagree: blacks have gotten less than deserve

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'Over the past few years, blacks have gotten less than they deserve.' 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

RESENT TRYHARD  
Agree/disagree: blacks must try harder to get ahead

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] in the booklet.) 
 
'It's really a matter of some people not trying hard enough; if blacks would only try  
harder they could be just as well off as whites.' 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, 
disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, 
or agree strongly] with this statement?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

ANTIELITE ELITEINSIDER  
Our political system only works for insiders w money and power



How well does the following statement describe your view? 
 
"Our political system only works for the insiders with money and power." 
 
[Not at all well, not very well, somewhat well, very well, or extremely  
well / Extremely well, very well, somewhat well, not very well, or not  
at all well]? 
 
1. Not at all well 
2. Not very well 
3. Somewhat well 
4. Very well 
5. Extremely well

ANTIELITE ELITEAHEAD  
Difficult to get ahead because of rich and powerful

How well does the following statement describe your view? 
 
"Because of the rich and powerful, it becomes difficult for the rest of us to get ahead" 
 
[Not at all well, not very well, somewhat well, very well, or extremely  
well / Extremely well, very well, somewhat well, not very well, not at  
all well]? 
 
1. Not at all well 
2. Not very well 
3. Somewhat well 
4. Very well 
5. Extremely well

EXPERTS EXPTRUST  
Trust ordinary ppl or experts for public policy

When it comes to public policy decisions, whom do you tend to trust more:  
ordinary people, experts, or trust both the same? 
 
1. Trust ordinary people more           
2. Trust experts more  
3. Trust both the same

EXPERTS EXPTRUSTSTR  
Trust ordinary ppl or experts for public policy strength
1   IF R TRUSTS ORDINARY PEOPLE MORE /  
2   IF R TRUSTS EXPERTS MORE: 



Do you trust ordinary people [much more or somewhat more / somewhat more or much more]? /  
Do you trust experts [much more or somewhat more / somewhat more or much more]? 
 
1. Much more 
2. Somewhat more

EXPERTS EXPHELP  
How much do ppl need help from experts

How much do ordinary people need the help of experts to understand  
complicated things like science and health? 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal /  
A great deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all                 
2. A little                       
3. A moderate amount               
4. A lot                 
5. A great deal

EXPERTS EXPSCIENCE  
How important science for decisions on COVID-19

In general, how important should science be for making government decisions  
about COVID-19? 
 
[Not at all important, a little important, moderately important, very  
important, or extremely important / Extremely important, very important,  
moderately important, a little important, or not at all important]? 
 
1. Not at all important           
2. A little important              
3. Moderately important            
4. Very important                  
5. Extremely important

CONSPIR SECRETCON

Business and politics controlled by few powerful ppl



How well does the following statement describe your view? 
 
"Most business and politics in this country are secretly controlled by the same few  
powerful people." 
 
[Not at all, not very well, somewhat well, very well, or extremely well /  
Extremely well, very well, somewhat well, not very well, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. Not very well 
3. Somewhat well 
4. Very well 
5. Extremely well

CONSPIR MEDIALIES  
Much of what ppl hear in schools and media are lies by those in power

How well does the following statement describe your view? 
 
"Much of what people hear in schools and the media are lies designed to keep people  
from learning the real truth about those in power." 
 
[Not at all, not very well, somewhat well, very well, or extremely well /  
Extremely well, very well, somewhat well, not very well, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. Not very well 
3. Somewhat well 
4. Very well 
5. Extremely well

POSTMAT MOSTIMP1A  
Post materialism most important 1A

Please look at page [^postpg_h] of the booklet.  
 
Which of these do you consider to be the most important? You can just tell me the 
number of the option you choose. 
 
1. A high level of economic growth 
2. Making sure this country has strong defense forces 
3. Seeing that people have more say about how things are done at their jobs and in their communities 
4. Trying to make our cities and countryside more beautiful

POSTMAT MOSTIMP1B  
Post materialism next most important 1B



Still looking at page [^postpg_h] of the booklet. 
 
And which would be the next most important? You can just tell me the number of 
the option you choose. 
 
1. A high level of economic growth 
2. Making sure this country has strong defense forces 
3. Seeing that people have more say about how things are done at their jobs and in their communities 
4. Trying to make our cities and countryside more beautiful

POSTMAT MOSTIMP2A  
Post materialism most important 2A

Please look at page [^postpg_j] of the booklet.  
 
Here is another list. Which one of these do you consider most important? You can just 
tell me the number of the option you choose. 
 
1. Maintaining order in the nation 
2. Giving people more say in important government decisions 
3. Fighting rising prices 
4. Protecting freedom of speech

POSTMAT MOSTIMP2B  
Post materialism next most important 2B

Still looking at page [^postpg_j] of the booklet. 
 
And which would be the next most important? You can just tell me the number of the 
option you choose. 
 
1. Maintaining order in the nation 
2. Giving people more say in important government decisions 
3. Fighting rising prices 
4. Protecting freedom of speech

ECONMOBIL INEQOPP  
How much opportunity in America to get ahead



How much opportunity is there in America today for the average person to get ahead?  
[A great deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or none / None, a little, a  
moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal]?
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None

ECONMOBIL INEQRED  
Economic mobility compared to 20 yrs ago

When it comes to people trying to improve their financial well-being, do you think 
it is now easier, harder, or the same as it was 20 years ago? 
 
1. Easier 
2. Harder 
3. The same

ECONMOBIL INEQREDAMT  
How much easier/harder is economic mobility compared to 20yrs ago
1   IF R SAYS ECONOMIC MOBILITY IN U.S. IS EASIER THAN 20 YEARS AGO / 
2   IF R SAYS ECONOMIC MOBILITY IN U.S. IS HARDER THAN 20 YEARS AGO: 

How much [easier/harder]? 
[A great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / A little, a moderate amount, or 
a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

BUDGET DEFIMP  
Importance of reducing deficit



Please turn to page [^postpg_d/^postpg_e] of the booklet. 
 
When the U.S. federal government spends more money than it collects, the  
difference is called the federal budget deficit.  
The federal government currently has a deficit. 
 
How important is it to reduce the deficit? [Extremely important, very 
important, moderately important, a little important, or not  
at all important / Not at all important, a little important,  
moderately important, very important, or extremely important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

BUDGET DEFIMP2  
WEB ONLY: DEFIMP speeding intervention - gentle prompt
1   IF R DESIGNATED FOR GENTLE PROMPT / 
2   IF R DESIGNATED FOR FAST THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN  < 10 SECONDS / 
3   IF R DESIGNATED FOR SLOW THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN < 16.45 SECONDS: 

You seem to have responded very quickly. Please be sure you have given the  
question sufficient thought to provide an accurate answer. Do you want to go  
back and reconsider your answer? 
 
1. Yes, go back 
2. No, continue

BUDGET DEFIMP3  
WEB ONLY: DEFIMP speeding intervention - redisplay DEFIMP
1   IF R DECIDES TO RECONSIDER ANSWER: 

When the U.S. federal government spends more money than it collects, the  
difference is called the federal budget deficit.  
The federal government currently has a deficit. 
 
How important is it to reduce the deficit? [Extremely important, very 
important, moderately important, a little important, or not  
at all important? / Not at all important, a little important,  
moderately important, very important, or extremely important?] 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important



BUDGET DEFIMP4  
WEB ONLY: DEFIMP speeding intervention - peremptory prompt
1   IF R DESIGNATED FOR PEREMPTORY PROMPT / 
2   IF R DESIGNATED FOR FAST THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN  < 10 SECONDS / 
3   IF R DESIGNATED FOR SLOW THRESHOLD AND RMOB ANSWERED IN < 16.45 SECONDS: 

You seem to have responded very quickly. Please be sure you have given the  
question sufficient thought to provide an accurate answer.  
 
When the U.S. federal government spends more money than it collects, the  
difference is called the federal budget deficit.  
The federal government currently has a deficit. 
 
How important is it to reduce the deficit? [Extremely important, very 
important, moderately important, a little important, or not  
at all important? / Not at all important, a little important,  
moderately important, very important, or extremely important?] 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

TAX MILLTAX  
Favor or oppose tax on millionaires

Not looking at the booklet now. 
 
Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose increasing income 
taxes on people making over one million dollars per year? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

HEALCARE ACA  
Approve or disapprove Affordable Care Act

Do you approve, disapprove, or neither approve nor disapprove of  
the Affordable Care Act of 2010, sometimes called Obamacare? 
 
1. Approve 
2. Disapprove 
3. Neither approve nor disapprove



HEALCARE ACASTR  
Approve or disapprove Affordable Care Act strength
1   IF R APPROVES OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT /  
2   IF R DISAPPROVES OF AFFORDABLE CARE ACT: 

Do you [approve/disapprove] of that [a great deal, a moderate amount,  
or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

VACCINE1 SCHL  
Vaccines in schools

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose requiring children to be  
vaccinated in order to attend public schools? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

VACCINE1 SCHLSTR  
Vaccines in schools strength
1   IF R FAVORS REQUIRING VACCINATION IN ORDER FOR CHILDREN TO ATTEND SCHOOL / 
2   IF R OPPOSES REQUIRING VACCINATION IN ORDER FOR CHILDREN TO ATTEND SCHOOL: 

Do you favor that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate  
amount, or a great deal]? / 
Do you oppose that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate  
amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

ENVIRPO WARMUS  
Climate change affect severe weather



How much, if at all, do you think climate change is currently affecting  
severe weather events or temperature patterns in the United States? 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal / A great deal,  
a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal

ENVIRPO WARMIMP  
Climate change personal importance

How important is the issue of climate change to you personally? 
 
[Not at all important, a little important, moderately important,  
very important, or extremely important  
/  
Extremely important, very important, moderately important,  
a little important, or not at all important]? 
 
1. Not at all important 
2. A little important 
3. Moderately important 
4. Very important 
5. Extremely important

ENVIRPO REGGREEN  
Govt reg on businesses w greenhouse

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose increased government regulation  
on businesses that produce a great deal of greenhouse emissions linked  
to climate change? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

ENVIRPO REGGREENSTR  
Govt reg on businesses w greenhouse strength
1   IF R FAVORS INCREASED GOVERNMENT REGULATION /   
2   IF R OPPOSES INCREASED GOVERNMENT REGULATION: 



Do you [favor / oppose] that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little /  
a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

GUN GUNDIFF  
Should fed govt make it more difficult to buy a gun

Do you think the federal government should make it more difficult  
for people to buy a gun than it is now, make it easier for people to  
buy a gun, or keep these rules about the same as they are now? 
 
1. More difficult 
2. Easier 
3. Keep these rules about the same

GUN GUNIMP  
Importance of gun access issue to R

How important is this issue to you personally? [Extremely important,  
very important, somewhat important, not too important, or not  
important at all / Not important at all, not too important,  
somewhat important, very important, or extremely important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Somewhat important 
4. Not too important 
5. Not important at all

GUN BACKCHECK  
Favor or oppose background checks for gun

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose requiring  
background checks for gun purchases at gun shows or other  
private sales? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose



GUN BACKCHECKSTR  
Favor or oppose background checks for gun strength
1   IF R FAVORS REQUIRING BACKGROUND CHECKS /  
2   IF R OPPOSES REQUIRING BACKGROUND CHECKS: 

Do you [favor / oppose]  that [a great deal, a moderate amount,  
or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

GUN BANAR  
Favor or oppose banning assault-style rifles

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose banning  
the sale of semi-automatic “assault-style” rifles? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

GUN BANARSTR  
Favor or oppose banning assault-style rifles strength
1   IF R FAVORS BANNING ASSAULT-STYLE RIFLES /  
2   IF R OPPOSES BANNING ASSAULT-STYLE RIFLES: 

Do you [favor / oppose] that [a great deal, a moderate amount,  
or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

GUN BUYBACK  
Favor or oppose govt buy back assault-style rifles



Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose a mandatory  
program where the government would buy back semi-automatic  
assault-style rifles from citizens who currently own them? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

GUN BUYBACKSTR  
Favor or oppose govt buy back assault-style rifles strength
1   IF R FAVORS BUY BACK PROGRAMS /  
2   IF R OPPOSES BUY BACK PROGRAMS: 

Do you [favor / oppose] that [a great deal, a moderate amount,  
or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

OPIOID OPIOID  
Should fed govt do more or less about opioid drug addiction issue

Do you think the federal government should be doing more about the  
opioid drug addiction issue, should be doing less, or is it currently  
doing the right amount? 
 
1. Should be doing more 
2. Should be doing less 
3. Is doing the right amount

OPIOID OPIOIDSTR  
Should fed govt do more or less about opioid drug addiction issue
strength
1   IF R SAID GOVT SHOULD DO MORE /  
2   IF R SAID GOVT SHOULD DO LESS: 

How much [more / less]? [A great deal, a moderate amount, or a little /  
A little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little



POLICE MOREFORCE  
How often police use more force than necessary

How often do you think police officers use more force than is necessary? 
 
[Never, rarely, about half the time, most of the time, or all the time /  
All the time, most of the time, about half the time, rarely, or never]? 
 
1. Never                  
2. Rarely 
3. About half the time 
4. Most of the time 
5. All the time

DEMPO CLASSREV  
EGSS social class

How would you describe your social class?  
Are you in the lower class, the working class, the middle class, or the upper class? 
 
1. Lower class  
2. Working class  
3. Middle class  
4. Upper class

DEMPO MIDDLECLASS  
EGSS social class if middle class
1   IF R HAS INDICATED SOCIAL CLASS AS MIDDLE CLASS: 

Are you in the lower middle class, the middle class, or the upper middle class? 
 
1. Lower middle class  
2. Middle class  
3. Upper middle class

POHISP HISPNEWS  
HISPANIC: news in English or Spanish
1   IF R IS IDENTIFIED AS HISPANIC IN PRE-ELECTION IW: 



For information about politics would you say you get the most  
information from Spanish-language television, radio, and newspapers,  
or from English-language TV, radio, and newspapers? 
 
1. English more 
2. Spanish more 
3. Both equally (bilingual) {VOL} 
5. Other

URBAN LIVEURBAN  
Does R currently live in a rural or urban area

Do you currently live in a rural area, small town, suburb, or a city? 
 
1. Rural area 
2. Small town 
3. Suburb 
4. City

URBAN PLACEID  
Does R usually think of self as a rural or urban person

Regardless of where you currently live, do you usually think of yourself  
as a city person, a suburb person, a small-town person, a country or  
rural person, or something else? 
 
1. City person                                        
2. Suburb person                                      
3. Small-town person                                  
4. Country (or rural) person                          
5. Something else {SPECIFY}

URBAN PLACEIDIMP  
How important is urban or rural to R’s identity
1   IF R IS CITY PERSON /  
2   IF R IS SUBURB PERSON /  
3   IF R IS SMALL-TOWN PERSON /  
4   IF R COUNTRY OR RURAL PERSON 



How important is being a [city person / suburb person / small-town  
person / country or rural person] to your identity?  
 
[Not at all important, a little important, moderately important, very important,  
or extremely important / Extremely important, very important, moderately  
important, a little important, or not at all important]? 
 
1. Not at all important 
2. A little important 
3. Moderately important            
4. Very important 
5. Extremely important

TERROR TERRWORRY  
DHS: How worried about terrorist attack in near future

Now for some other questions. 
How worried are you that the United States will experience a terrorist 
attack in the near future? 
[Extremely worried, very worried, moderately worried, slightly worried,  
or not at all worried / Not at all worried, slightly worried, moderately  
worried, very worried, or extremely worried]? 
 
1. Extremely worried 
2. Very worried 
3. Moderately worried 
4. Slightly worried 
5. Not at all worried

FREETRADE AGRMT  
Favor free trade agreements with other countries

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose the U.S. making free trade 
agreements with other countries? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

FREETRADE AGRMTSTR  
How strongly favor free trade agreements with other countries
1   IF R FAVORS U.S FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES/ 
2   IF R OPPOSES  U.S. FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES: 



How strongly do you [favor / oppose] it? 
[A great deal, moderately, or a little / A little, moderately, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. Moderately 
3. A little

FREETRADE RELCNTRY  
Is increasing international trade good or bad for relationships

Is increasing the amount of international trade good, bad, or neither good nor  
bad for our relationships with other countries? 
 
1. Good 
2. Bad 
3. Neither good nor bad

FREETRADE RELCNTRYSTR  
Is increasing international trade good or bad for relationships strength
1   IF R SAYS INCREASING TRADE IS GOOD / 
2   IF R SAYS INCREASED TRADE IS BAD: 

Is it [very good or somewhat good / somewhat good or very good]? /  
Is it [very bad or somewhat bad / somewhat bad or very bad]? 
 
1. Very 
2. Somewhat

FREETRADE NUMJOBSUS

Has international trade increased or decreased jobs in U.S.

Has international trade increased, decreased, or neither increased nor decreased the  
number of jobs available in the United States? 
 
1. Increased 
2. Decreased 
3. Neither increased nor decreased

FREETRADE NUMJOBSUSSTR

Has international trade increased or decreased jobs in U.S. strength
1   IF R SAYS TRADE INCREASED JOBS IN US /  
2   IF R SAYS TRADE DECREASED JOBS IN US:



Has it increased the number of jobs in the U.S. [a lot or somewhat / somewhat or a lot]? /  
Has it decreased the number of jobs in the U.S. [a lot or somewhat / somewhat or a lot]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Somewhat

FREETRADE NUMJOBSOTH  
Has international trade increased or decreased jobs in other countries

Has international trade increased, decreased, or neither increased nor decreased  
the number of jobs available in other countries? 
 
1. Increased 
2. Decreased 
3. Neither increased nor decreased

FREETRADE NUMJOBSOTHSTR  
Has international trade increased or decreased jobs in other countries
strength
1   IF R SAYS TRADE INCREASED JOBS IN OTHER COUNTRIES /  
2   IF R SAYS TRADE DECREASED JOBS IN OTHER COUNTRIES: 

Has it increased the number of jobs in other countries [a lot or somewhat /  
somewhat or a lot]? / Has it decreased the number of jobs in other countries  
[a lot or somewhat / somewhat or a lot]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Somewhat

DIVERSITY INCREASE  
Does increasing diversity made U.S. better or worse

Does the increasing number of people of many different races and ethnic groups  
in the United States make this country a better place to live, a worse place to  
live, or does it make no difference? 
 
1. Better 
2. Worse 
3. Makes no difference



DIVERSITY INCREASESTR  
Does increasing diversity made U.S. better or worse strength
1   IF R SAYS DIVERSITY MAKES US BETTER /  
2   IF R SAYS DIVERSITY MAKES US WORSE: 

Does it make it [a lot better or a little better / a little better or a lot  
better]? / Does it make it [a lot worse or a little worse / a little worse or  
a lot worse]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. A little

ECONEQ GUARINC  
Favor or oppose giving all citizens $12000 per year

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose establishing a federal  
program that gives all citizens $12,000 per year, provided they meet  
certain conditions? This program would be paid for with higher taxes. 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

ECONEQ GUARINCSTR  
Favor or oppose giving all citizens $12000 per year strength
1   IF R FAVORS GUARANTEED INCOME/  
2   IF R OPPOSES GUARANTEED INCOME: 

Do you favor that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little,  
a moderate amount, or a great deal]? / Do you oppose that [a great deal,  
a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

ECONEQ MINWAGE  
Should the minimum wage be raised



Should the federal minimum wage be [raised, kept the same, lowered but not  
eliminated, or eliminated altogether / eliminated altogether, lowered but  
not eliminated, kept the same, or raised]? 
 
1. Raised 
2. Kept the same 
3. Lowered 
4. Eliminated

ECONEQ GOVHLTHHLP  
Increase or decrease govt spending to help people pay for hlth care

Do you favor an increase, decrease, or no change in government spending to 
help people pay for health insurance when people can't pay for it all themselves? 
 
1. Increase 
2. Decrease 
3. No change

ECONEQ GOVHLTHHLPAMT  
How much favor increase/decrease in govt help paying for hlth care
1   IF R SAYS GOVT HELP FOR PEOPLE TO PAY FOR HEALTH CARE SHOULD INCREASE / 
2   IF R SAYS GOVT HELP FOR PEOPLE TO PAY FOR HEALTH CARE SHOULD DECREASE: 

Should it increase [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate  
amount, or a great deal]? / 
Should it decrease [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate  
amount, or a great deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

VACCINE2 RISKS  
Vaccine risks

Now for questions on different topics. 
Do the health benefits of vaccinations generally outweigh the risks, do the  
risks outweigh the benefits, or is there no difference? 
 
1. Benefits outweigh risks 
2. Risks outweigh benefits 
3. No difference



VACCINE2 RISKSSTR  
Vaccine risks strength
1   IF R SAYS HEALTH BENEFITS OF VACCINES OUTWEIGH RISKS / 
2   IF R SAYS HEALTH RISKS OF VACCINES OUTWEIGHT BENEFITS: 

Are the health benefits of vaccinations [much greater, moderately greater, or slightly greater / 
slightly greater, moderately greater, or much greater]? 
/ 
Are the risks of vaccinations [much greater, moderately greater, or slightly greater / 
slightly greater, moderately greater, or much greater]? 
 
1. Much greater 
2. Moderately greater 
3. Slightly greater

HARASS ATTN  
Attention to sexual harrassment gone too far or not far enough

Do you think attention to sexual harassment [has gone too far, has not gone  
far enough, or has been about right / has been about right, has not gone far  
enough, or has gone too far]? 
 
1. Has gone too far 
2. Has not gone far enough 
3. Has been about right

HARASS ATTNFAR  
Attention to sexual harrassment gone too far or not far enough
1   IF R THINKS ATTENTION HAS GONE TOO FAR: 

Has it gone [much too far or a little too far / a little too far or much too far]? 
 
1. Much too far 
2. A little too far

HARASS ATTNNOTFAR  
Attention to sexual harrassment has not gone far enough strength
1   IF R THINKS ATTENTION HAS NOT GONE FAR ENOUGH: 



Has it [not gone nearly far enough or not gone quite far enough / not gone quite  
far enough or not gone nearly far enough]? 
 
1. Not nearly far enough 
2. Not quite far enough

TRANSMIL ALLOWMIL  
Favor or oppose allowing transgender ppl to serve in military

Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose allowing transgender  
people to serve in the United States Armed Forces? 
 
1. Favor 
2. Oppose 
3. Neither favor nor oppose

TRANSMIL ALLOWMILSTR  
Favor or oppose allowing transgender ppl to serve in military strength
1   IF R ALLOWING TRANSGENDER PPL IN MILITARY/  
2   IF R OPPOSES ALLOWING TRANSGENDER PPL IN MILITARY: 

Do you favor that [a great deal, a moderate amount, or a little / a little,  
a moderate amount, or a great deal]? / Do you oppose that [a great deal,  
a moderate amount, or a little / a little, a moderate amount, or a great  
deal]? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A moderate amount 
3. A little

FRGNTHRT CHINA  
How much is China a threat to U.S.

[Next, we’ll ask you the same question for several countries: How much is  
China a threat to the United States? / How much is China a threat to the  
United States?] 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal / A great  
deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal



FRGNTHRT RUSSIA  
How much is Russia a threat to U.S.

[Next, we’ll ask you the same question for several countries: How much is  
Russia a threat to the United States? / How much is Russia a threat to the  
United States?] 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal / A great  
deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal

FRGNTHRT MEXICO  
How much is Mexico a threat to U.S.

[Next, we’ll ask you the same question for several countries: How much is  
Mexico a threat to the United States? / How much is Mexico a threat to the  
United States?] 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal / A great  
deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal

FRGNTHRT IRAN  
How much is Iran a threat to U.S.

[Next, we’ll ask you the same question for several countries: How much is  
Iran a threat to the United States? / How much is Iran a threat to the  
United States?] 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal / A great  
deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal



FRGNTHRT JAPAN  
How much is Japan a threat to U.S.

[Next, we’ll ask you the same question for several countries: How much is  
Japan a threat to the United States? / How much is Japan a threat to the  
United States?] 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal / A great  
deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal

FRGNTHRT GERMANY  
How much is Germany a threat to U.S.

[Next, we’ll ask you the same question for several countries: How much is  
Germany a threat to the United States? / How much is Germany a threat to the  
United States?] 
 
[Not at all, a little, a moderate amount, a lot, or a great deal / A great  
deal, a lot, a moderate amount, a little, or not at all]? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal

CSES5 INTPOL  
CSES5- Q01: Political interest
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How interested would you say you are in politics?  
Are you [very interested, somewhat interested, not very interested,  
or not at all interested / not at all interest, not very interested, somewhat  
interested, or very interested]? 
 
1. Very interested 
2. Somewhat interested 
3. Not very interested 
4. Not at all interested



CSES5 MEDPOL  
CSES5- Q02: Politics in the media
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

And how closely do you follow politics on TV, radio, newspapers, or the Internet?  
[Very closely, fairly closely, not very closely, or not at all / 
Not at all, not very closely, fairly closely, or very closely]? 
 
1. Very closely 
2. Fairly closely 
3. Not very closely 
4. Not at all

CSES5 UNDISS  
CSES5- Q03: Internal efficacy
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Turning again to page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet. 
 
Please tell me whether you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree  
nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly,  
disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree  
strongly] with each of the following statements: 
 
You feel you understand the most important political issues of this country. 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor 
disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / 
disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither agree nor 
disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 COMPROM  
CSES5- Q04a: Attitudes about elites: compromise
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
'What people call compromise in politics is really just selling out on one's principles.' 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 POLCARE  
CSES5- Q04b: Attitudes about elites: do not care about the people
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
'Most politicians do not care about the people.' 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 POLTRUST  
CSES5- Q04c: Attitudes about elites: Are trustworthy
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
'Most politicians are trustworthy.' 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 POLPROB  
CSES5- Q04d: Attitudes about elites: Are the main problem
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
'Politicians are the main problem in the United States.' 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 STRLEAD  
CSES5- Q04e: Attitudes about elites: Strong leader bends the rules
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
'Having a strong leader in government is good for the United States even if  
the leader bends the rules to get things done.' 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 PEOPLE  
CSES5- Q04f: Attitudes about elites: People should make policy decisions
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
'The people, and not politicians, should make our most important policy decisions.' 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 POLRICH  
CSES5- Q04g: Attitudes about elites: rich and powerful
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
'Most politicians care only about the interests of the rich and powerful.' 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 MINADAPT  
CSES5- Q05a: Out-group attitudes: minorities adapt
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
Now thinking about minorities in the United States. 
 
Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly] with the following statement?  
 
'Minorities should adapt to the customs and traditions of the United States.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 MAJWILL

CSES5- Q05b: Out-group attitudes: Will of majority
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly /disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly] with the following statement? ) 
  
'The will of the majority should always prevail, even over the rights of minorities.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 IMMECON  
CSES5- Q05c: Out-group attitudes: Immigrants good for economy
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
And now thinking specifically about immigrants. 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly /disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly] with the following statement? ) 
  
'Immigrants are generally good for America's economy.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 IMMCULT  
CSES5- Q05c: Out-group attitudes: Immigrants harm culture
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly /disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly] with the following statement? ) 
  
'America's culture is generally harmed by immigrants.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 IMMCRIME  
CSES5- Q05c: Out-group attitudes: Immigrants increase crime
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(Still looking at page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet.) 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly /disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly] with the following statement? ) 
  
'Immigrants increase crime rates in the United States.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 AMERBORN  
CSES5- Q06a: National identity: to have been born in country
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



No longer looking at the booklet. 
 
Some people say that the following things are important for being truly American.  
Others says they are not important. 
How important do you think the following is for being truly American... 
[very important, fairly important, not very important, or not important at all /  
not important at all, not very important, fairly important, or very important]? 
 
To have been born in the United States 
 
1. Very important 
2. Fairly important 
3. Not very important 
4. Not important at all

CSES5 AMERANCEST  
CSES5- Q06b: National identity: to have American ancestry
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(How important do you think the following is for being truly American: 
[very important, fairly important, not very important, or not important at all /  
not important at all, not very important, fairly important, or very important]?) 
 
To have American ancestry. 
 
1. Very important 
2. Fairly important 
3. Not very important 
4. Not important at all

CSES5 AMERENG  
CSES5- Q06c: National identity: to be able to speak English
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(How important do you think the following is for being truly American: 
[very important, fairly important, not very important, or not important at all /  
not important at all, not very important, fairly important, or very important]?) 
 
To be able to speak English. 
 
1. Very important 
2. Fairly important 
3. Not very important 
4. Not important at all



CSES5 AMERCUST  
CSES5- Q06d: National identity: to follow country customs
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

(How important do you think the following is for being truly American: 
[very important, fairly important, not very important, or not important at all /  
not important at all, not very important, fairly important, or very important]?) 
 
To follow America's customs and traditions. 
 
1. Very important 
2. Fairly important 
3. Not very important 
4. Not important at all

CSES5 POLCORRUPT  
CSES5- Q07: How widespread is corruption
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How widespread do you think corruption such as bribe taking is among politicians  
in the United States:  
[Very widespread, quite widespread, not very widespread, or it hardly happens at all /  
It hardly happens at all, is not very widespread, quite widespread, or very  
widespread]? 
 
1. Very widespread 
2. Quite widespread 
3. Not very widespread 
4. Hardly happens at all

CSES5 DIFFINC  
CSES5- Q08: Difference in income levels
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



Please turn to page [^postpg_k / ^postpg_m] of the booklet. 
 
Please say to what extent you agree or disagree with the following statement: 
 
'The government should take measures to reduce differences in income levels'. 
 
(Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor 
disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / 
disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither agree nor 
disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly]?) 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

CSES5 PERFGOV  
CSES5- Q09: Government performance: General
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Not using the booklet.  
 
Now thinking about the performance of the government in Washington in general,  
how good or bad a job do you think the government has done in the last 4 years?  
Has it done [a very good job? a good job? a bad job? a very bad job? / a very bad job?  
a bad job? a good job? a very good job]? 
 
1. Very good job 
2. Good job 
3. Bad job 
4. Very bad job

CSES5 PTYVIEWS  
CSES5- Q10a: Is there a party that represents respondent’s views
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Would you say that any of the parties in the United States represent your views  
reasonably well? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No



CSES5 PTYBEST  
CSES5- Q10b: Party that represents respondent’s views best
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R THINKS ANY PARTY REPRESENTS THEIR VIEWS: 

Which party represents your views best? 
 
1. Democratic 
5. Republican 
7. Other {SPECIFY}

CSES5 ECON  
CSES5- Q11: State of economy
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Would you say that over the past twelve months, the state of the economy in the  
United States has [gotten much better, gotten somewhat better, stayed about the  
same, gotten somewhat worse, or gotten much worse / gotten much worse, gotten  
somewhat worse, stayed about the same, gotten somewhat better, or gotten much  
better]? 
 
1. Gotten much better  
2. Gotten somewhat better 
3. Stayed about the same 
4. Gotten somewhat worse 
5. Gotten much worse

CSES5 DIFFPOWER  
CSES5-Q14a: 5pt scale: make a difference who is in power
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Please look at page ^postpg_y in the booklet.  
 
Some people say that it doesn't make a difference  
who is in power. Others say that it makes a big difference 
who is in power. 
Using the scale in the booklet, where ONE means that it  
doesn't make any difference who is in power and FIVE means  
that it makes a big difference who is in power, where would  
you place yourself? 
 
1. It doesn't make any difference who is in power 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. It makes a big difference who is in power



CSES5 VOTEDIFF  
CSES5- Q14b: Who people vote for makes a big difference
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Please turn to page ^postpg_a of the booklet. 
 
Some people say that no matter who people vote for, it won't make any difference  
to what happens.  
Others say that who people vote for can make a big difference to what happens.  
Using the scale in the booklet, where ONE means that voting won't make any  
difference to what happens and FIVE means that voting can make a big difference,  
where would you place yourself? 
 
1. Who people vote for won't make any difference 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. Who people vote for can make a big difference

CSES5 LDDEMPTY  
CSES5- Q15a: Like-dislike - Democratic party
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

I’d like to know what you think about each of our political parties.  
After I read the name of a political party, please rate it on a scale from 0 to 10,  
where 0 means you strongly dislike that party and 10 means that you strongly  
like that party. If I come to a party you haven’t heard of or you feel you do not  
know enough about, just say so.  
The first party is: 
the Democratic Party 
 
00. Strongly dislike 
01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. Strongly like

CSES5 LDREPPTY  
CSES5- Q15b: Like-dislike - Republican Party



1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Using the same scale, where would you place: 
the Republican Party 
 
00. Strongly dislike 
01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. Strongly like

CSES5 LDDPC  
CSES5- Q16a: Like-dislike - Democratic Pres cand
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Using the same scale, where would you place: 
^dem_pcnamepo 
 
00. Strongly dislike 
01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. Strongly like

CSES5 LDRPC  
CSES5- Q16b: Like-dislike - Republican Pres cand
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



Using the same scale, where would you place: 
^rep_pcnamepo 
 
00. Strongly dislike 
01. 
02. 
03. 
04. 
05. 
06. 
07. 
08. 
09. 
10. Strongly like

CSES5 LRDPC  
CSES5- Q17a: Left-right - Democratic Party
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

In politics people sometimes talk of left and right. 
Where would you place the Democratic Party on a scale from 0 to 10 where 0  
means the left and 10 means the right? 
 
0. Left 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. Right

CSES5 LRRPC  
CSES5- Q17b: Left-right - Republican Party
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 



Using the same scale, where would you place the Republican Party? 
 
0. Left 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. Right

CSES5 LRSELF  
CSES5- Q18: Left-right - self
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Where would you place yourself on this scale? 
 
0. Left 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. Right

CSES5 DEMSATIS  
CSES5- Q21: Satisfaction with democratic process
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Not looking at the booklet. 
 
On the whole, are you [very satisfied, fairly satisfied, not very satisfied, or not  
at all satisfied / not at all satisfied, not very satisfied, fairly satisfied, or 
very satisfied] with the way democracy works in the United States? 
 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
4. Not very satisfied 
5. Not at all satisfied



CSES5 PTYCLOSE  
CSES5- Q22a: Are you close to any political party
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you usually think of yourself as close to any particular party? 
 
1. Yes 
5. No

CSES5 PTYCLOSER  
CSES5- Q22b: Do you feel closer to one party
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R DOES NOT FEEL CLOSE TO ANY PARTICULAR PARTY: 

Do you feel yourself a little closer to one of the political parties than the others? 
 
1. Yes 
5. No

CSES5 WHPTY  
CSES5- Q22c: Which party do you feel closest to
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R FEELS CLOSE TO ANY PARTICULAR PARTY: 

Which party do you feel closest to? 
 
1. Democratic 
3. Republican 
7. Other {SPECIFY}

CSES5 HOWCLOSE  
CSES5- Q22d: Degree of closeness to this party
1   IF R NOT IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R HAS NAMED A PARTY TO WHICH HE/SHE FEELS CLOSEST: 

Do you feel [very close to this party, somewhat close, or not very close/ not very  
close to this party, somewhat close, or very close]? 
 
1. Very close 
2. Somewhat close 
3. Not very close



RCHILD ANYCHILD  
CASI POST: Does R have any sons or daughters

On another topic:  
Do you have any living sons or daughters of any age? Mark all that apply. 
 
1. One or more sons (birth, adopted, or step son) 
2. One or more daughters (birth, adopted, or step daughter) 
3. No sons and no daughters

FAMPOL DIFFHURT  
CASI POST: How much have political differences hurt relationships

In the past four years, how much have political differences hurt your  
relationships with family members? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. Not at all

EMPATHY CONCERN  
CASI POST: How often concerned feelings for other racial or ethnic group

How often would you say that you have tender, concerned feelings for people  
from another racial or ethnic group who are less fortunate than you? 
 
1. Extremely often 
2. Very often 
3. Somewhat often 
4. Not too often 
5. Not often at all

EMPATHY PERSP  
CASI POST: How often do you try to understand perpective of other
groups



How often would you say you try to better understand people of other racial or  
ethnic groups by imagining how things look from their perspective? 
 
1. Extremely often 
2. Very often 
3. Somewhat often 
4. Not too often 
5. Not often at all

EMPATHY PLACE  
CASI POST: Imagine how you would feel before criticizing other groups

Before criticizing somebody from another racial or ethnic group, how often  
do you try to imagine how you would feel if you were in their place? 
 
1. Extremely often 
2. Very often 
3. Somewhat often 
4. Not too often 
5. Not often at all

EMPATHY ADVANT  
CASI POST: Feel protective of someone from other race or ethnicity

When you see someone being taken advantage of due to their race or ethnicity,  
how often do you feel protective towards them? 
 
1. Extremely often 
2. Very often 
3. Somewhat often 
4. Not too often 
5. Not often at all

OWNPOLICE STOPQUES  
CASI POST: R of family stopped or questioned by police

During the past 12 months, were you or any of your family members stopped or 
questioned by a police officer, or did this not happen in the past 12 months? 
 
1. Was stopped or questioned in the past 12 months 
2. Was not stopped or questioned in the past 12 months



OWNPOLICE ARRESTED  
CASI POST: Has R ever been arrested

Have you ever been arrested, or has that never happened to you? 
 
1. Have been arrested 
2. Never arrested

INCPO TOTINC  
CASI POST: Total income amount
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF R IS NOT ONLY MEMBER OF R'S FAMILY IN RESIDENCE IN R'S HOUSEHOLD / 
3   IF R IS ONLY MEMBER OF R'S FAMILY IN RESIDENCE IN R'S HOUSEHOLD: 

The next question is about [the total combined income of all members  
of your family / your total income] during the past 12 months. This  
includes money from jobs, net income from business, farm or rent,  
pensions, dividends, interest, Social Security payments and any other  
money income received by members of your family who are 15 years of  
age or older. What was the total income of your family during the past  
12 months? 
 
TYPE THE NUMBER.  
 
YOUR BEST GUESS IS FINE. 
 

INCPO TOTMISS40  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - ge or lt 40K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 

Was it $40,000 or more, or less than that? 
 
1. $40,000 or more 
2. Less than $40,000

INCPO TOTMISS20  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - ge or lt 20K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME LESS THAN $40,000: 



Was it $20,000 or more, or less than that? 
 
1. $20,000 or more 
2. Less than $20,000

INCPO TOTL20  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - categories lt 20K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME LESS THAN $40,000: 
4   IF R INDICATED INCOME LESS THAN $20,000: 

Please mark the answer that includes the income of all members of your family  
during the past 12 months before taxes. 
 
1. Under $5,000 
2. $5,000-9,999 
3. $10,000-12,499 
4. $12,500-14,999 
5. $15,000-17,499 
6. $17,500-19,999

INCPO TOTG20L40  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - categories 20-40K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME LESS THAN $40,000: 
4   IF R INDICATED INCOME $20,000 OR MORE: 

Please mark the answer that includes the income of all members of your family  
during the past 12 months before taxes. 
 
07. $20,000-22,499 
08. $22,500-24,999 
09. $25,000-27,499 
10. $27,500-29,999 
11. $30,000-34,999 
12. $35,000-39,999

INCPO TOTMISS70  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - ge or lt 70K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME $40,000 OR MORE: 



Was it $70,000 or more, or less than that? 
 
1. $70,000 or more 
2. Less than $70,000

INCPO TOTG40L70  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - categories 40-70K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME $40,000 OR MORE: 
4   IF R INDICATED INCOME LESS THAN $70,000: 

Please mark the answer that includes the income of all members of your family  
during the past 12 months before taxes. 
 
13. $40,000-44,999 
14. $45,000-49,999 
15. $50,000-54,999 
16. $55,000-59,999 
17. $60,000-64,999 
18. $65,000-69,999

INCPO TOTMISS100  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - ge or lt 100K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME $40,000 OR MORE: 
4   IF R INDICATED INCOME $70,000 OR MORE: 

Was it $100,000 or more, or less than that? 
 
1. $100,000 or more 
2. Less than $100,000

INCPO TOTG70L100  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - categories 70-100K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME $40,000 OR MORE: 
4   IF R INDICATED INCOME $70,000 OR MORE: 
5   IF R INDICATED INCOME LESS THAN $100,000: 



Please mark the answer that includes the income of all members of your family  
during the past 12 months before taxes. 
 
19. $70,000-74,999 
20. $75,000-79,999 
21. $80,000-89,999 
22. $90,000-99,999

INCPO TOTG100  
CASI POST: Income amt missing - categories 100+K
1   IF R DID NOT PROVIDE INCOME IN THE PRE: 
2   IF TOTAL INCOME NUMBER GIVEN BY R WAS MISSING: 
3   IF R INDICATED INCOME $40,000 OR MORE: 
4   IF R INDICATED INCOME $70,000 OR MORE: 
5   IF R INDICATED INCOME $100,000 OR MORE: 

Please mark the answer that includes the income of all members of your family  
during the past 12 months before taxes. 
 
23. $100,000-109,999 
24. $110,000-124,999 
25. $125,000-149,999 
26. $150,000-174,999 
27. $175,000-249,999 
28. $250,000 or more

HLTHPO SMOKELIFE  
CASI POST: R smoked 100 cigarettes in life

Have you smoked at least 100 cigarettes in your entire life? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

HLTHPO SMOKECURR  
CASI POST: R currently smoking
1   IF R HAS SMOKED AT LEAST 100 CIGARETTES: 

Do you now smoke cigarettes every day, some days, or not at all? 
 
1. Every day 
2. Some days 
3. Not at all



KNOWLGBT KNOWGAY  
CASI POST: Sexual orientation of family and friends

Among your immediate family members, relatives, neighbors,  
co-workers, or close friends, are any of them gay, lesbian, or  
bisexual as far as you know? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

KNOWLGBT RELGAY  
CASI POST: Relationship to gay ppl R knows
1   IF R HAS GAY FAMILY MEMBER, RELATIVE, NEIGHBOR, CO-WORKER, CLOSE FRIEND: 

What is your relationship to that person (or people)? (Mark any that apply) 
 
1. Immediate family 
2. Other relative 
3. Neighbor 
4. Co-worker 
5. Close friend 
6. Other relationship

KNOWLGBT KNOWTRANS  
CASI POST: Know transgender ppl

Among your immediate family members, relatives, neighbors, co-workers, or  
close friends, are any of them transgender as far as you know? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

KNOWLGBT RELTRANS  
CASI POST: Relationship to trans ppl R knows
1   IF R HAS TRANSGENDER FAMILY MEMBER, RELATIVE, NEIGHBOR, CO-WORKER, CLOSE FRIEND: 



What is your relationship to that person (or people)? (Mark any that apply) 
 
1. Immediate family 
2. Other relative 
3. Neighbor 
4. Co-worker 
5. Close friend 
6. Other relationship

FEMINISM RFEMREV  
CASI POST: Consider yourself a feminist or anti-feminist

Do you consider yourself a feminist, an anti-feminist, or neither of these? 
 
1. Feminist 
2. Anti-feminist 
3. Neither

FEMINISM IMPFEM  
CASI POST: How important is being a feminist
1   IF R CONSIDERS THEMSELF A FEMINIST: 

How important is it to you to be a feminist?  
 
[Extremely important, very important, somewhat important, a little  
important, or not at all important / not at all important, a little  
important, somewhat important, very important or extremely important]? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important  
3. Somewhat important  
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

THCASI THGRASIAN  
CASI POST: Feeling thermometer: ASIAN-AMERICANS
1   IF FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING / 
2   IF NOT FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING / 
3   IF R SELECTED FOR THGRASIAN: 



[Using the same thermometer scale which you used earlier in the interview, how  
would you rate:  
Asian-Americans 
 
Please enter the rating number in the number box. 
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel  
favorable and warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 degrees  
and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the  
group and that you don't care too much for that group. You  
would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel  
particularly warm or cold toward the group.  
 / 
How would you rate: 
Asian-Americans] 
 
TYPE THE NUMBER. 
 

THCASI THGRASIANREV  
CASI POST: Feeling thermometer: ASIANS
1   IF FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING /  
2   IF NOT FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING / 
3   IF R SELECTED FOR THGRASIANREV: 

[Using the same thermometer scale which you used earlier in the interview,  
how would you rate:  
Asians 
 
Please enter the rating number in the number box.  
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel  
favorable and warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 degrees  
and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the  
group and that you don't care too much for that group. You  
would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel  
particularly warm or cold toward the group.  
/  
How would you rate: Asians]  
 
TYPE THE NUMBER. 
 

THCASI THGRHISP  
CASI POST: Feeling thermometer: HISPANICS
1   IF FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING / 
2   IF NOT FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING:



[Using the same thermometer scale which you used earlier in the  
interview, how would you rate:  
Hispanics 
 
Please enter the rating number in the number box. 
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel  
favorable and warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 degrees  
and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the  
group and that you don't care too much for that group. You  
would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel  
particularly warm or cold toward the group.  
 / 
How would you rate: 
Hispanics] 
 
TYPE THE NUMBER. 
 

THCASI THGRBLACK  
CASI POST: Feeling thermometer: BLACKS
1   IF FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING / 
2   IF NOT FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING:

[Using the same thermometer scale which you used earlier in the  
interview, how would you rate:  
blacks 
 
Please enter the rating number in the number box. 
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel  
favorable and warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 degrees  
and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the  
group and that you don't care too much for that group. You  
would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel  
particularly warm or cold toward the group.  
 / 
How would you rate: 
blacks] 
 
TYPE THE NUMBER. 
 

THCASI THGRILLEG  
CASI POST: Feeling thermometer: ILLEGAL IMMIGRANTS
1   IF FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING / 
2   IF NOT FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING:



[Using the same thermometer scale which you used earlier in the  
interview, how would you rate:  
illegal immigrants 
 
Please enter the rating number in the number box. 
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel  
favorable and warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 degrees  
and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the  
group and that you don't care too much for that group. You  
would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel  
particularly warm or cold toward the group.  
 / 
How would you rate: 
illegal immigrants] 
 
TYPE THE NUMBER. 
 

THCASI THGRWHITE  
CASI POST: Feeling thermometer: WHITES
1   IF FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING / 
2   IF NOT FIRST CASI THERMOMETER RATING:

[Using the same thermometer scale which you used earlier in the  
interview, how would you rate:  
whites 
 
Please enter the rating number in the number box. 
Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel  
favorable and warm toward the group. Ratings between 0 degrees  
and 50 degrees mean that you don't feel favorable toward the  
group and that you don't care too much for that group. You  
would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you don't feel  
particularly warm or cold toward the group.  
 / 
How would you rate: 
whites] 
 
TYPE THE NUMBER. 
 

GRPCONSC WHITEWORK  
CASI POST: Whites work together
1   IF R SELF-IDENTIFIED RACE IN PRE AS WHITE ONLY: 



How important is it that whites work together to change laws that are unfair 
to whites? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

GRPCONSC BLACKWORK  
CASI POST: Blacks work together
1   IF R SELF-IDENTIFIED RACE IN PRE AS BLACK OR AFRICAN AMERICAN ONLY: 

How important is it that blacks work together to change laws that are  
unfair to blacks? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

GRPCONSC HISPWORK  
CASI POST: Hispanics work together
1   IF R SELF-IDENTIFIED RACE IN PRE AS HSPANIC ONLY: 

How important is it that Hispanics work together to change laws that  
are unfair to Hispanics? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

GRPCONSC ASIANWORK  
CASI POST: Asians work together
1   IF R SELF-IDENTIFIED RACE IN PRE AS ASIAN OR ASIAN AMERICAN ONLY: 



How important is it that Asians work together to change laws that  
are unfair to Asians? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

GRPCONSC WHITEJOB  
CASI POST: Whites unable to find jobs because of hiring minorities

How likely is it that many whites are unable to find a job because employers  
are hiring minorities instead? 
 
1. Extremely likely 
2. Very likely 
3. Moderately likely 
4. Slightly likely 
5. Not at all likely

TREATBLACK DISCFED  
CASI POST: Federal govt treat blacks or whites better

In general, does the federal government [treat whites better than blacks,  
treat them both same, or treat blacks better than whites / treat blacks better  
than whites, treat them both the same, or treat whites better than blacks]? 
 
1. Treat whites better 
2. Treat both the same 
3. Treat blacks better

TREATBLACK DISCFEDAMT  
CASI POST: How much fed govt treat blacks or whites better
1   IF R SAYS FEDERAL GOVT TREATS WHITES BETTER THAN BLACKS / 
2   IF R SAYS FEDERAL GOVT TREATS BLACKS BETTER THAN WHITES: 

Does the federal government treat whites [much better, moderately better, or a  
little better / a little better, moderately better, or much better]? / 
Does the federal government treat blacks [much better, moderately better, or a  
little better / a little better, moderately better, or much better]? 
 
1. Much 
2. Moderately 
3. A little



TREATBLACK DISCPOLICE  
CASI POST: Police treat blacks or whites better

In general, do the police [treat whites better than blacks, treat them both  
same, or treat blacks better than whites / treat blacks better than whites,  
treat them both the same, or treat whites better than blacks]? 
 
1. Treat whites better 
2. Treat both the same 
3. Treat blacks better

TREATBLACK DISCPOLICEAMT  
CASI POST: How much police treat blacks or whites better
1   IF R SAYS POLICE TREAT WHITES BETTER THAN BLACKS / 
2   IF R SAYS POLICE TREAT BLACKS BETTER THAN WHITES: 

Do the police treat whites [much better, moderately better, or a little better /  
a little better, moderately better, or much better]? / 
Do the police treat blacks [much better, moderately better, or a little better /  
a little better, moderately better, or much better]? 
 
1. Much 
2. Moderately 
3. A little

RACEGENPO INFLWHITE  
CASI POST: How much influence do whites have in U.S. politics

Would you say that whites have [too much influence in American politics, just  
about the right amount of influence in American politics, or too little influence  
in American politics / too little influence in American politics, just about the 
right amount of influence in American politics, or too much influence in 
American politics]? 
 
1. Too much influence 
2. Just about the right amount of influence 
3. Too little influence

RACEGENPO INFLBLACKS  
CASI POST: How much influence do blacks have in U.S. politics



Would you say that blacks have [too much influence in American politics, just  
about the right amount of influence in American politics, or too little influence  
in American politics / too little influence in American politics, just about the 
right amount of influence in American politics, or too much influence in 
American politics]? 
 
1. Too much influence 
2. Just about the right amount of influence 
3. Too little influence

RACEGENPO INFLHISP  
CASI POST: How much influence do Hisp have in U.S. politics

Would you say that Hispanics have [too much influence in American politics, just  
about the right amount of influence in American politics, or too little influence  
in American politics / too little influence in American politics, just about the 
right amount of influence in American politics, or too much influence in 
American politics]? 
 
1. Too much influence 
2. Just about the right amount of influence 
3. Too little influence

RACEGENPO INFLAS  
CASI POST: How much influence do Asians have in U.S. politics

Would you say that Asians [too much influence in American politics, just  
about the right amount of influence in American politics, or too little influence  
in American politics / too little influence in American politics, just about the 
right amount of influence in American politics, or too much influence in 
American politics]? 
 
1. Too much influence 
2. Just about the right amount of influence 
3. Too little influence

IDENT HISPID  
CASI POST: How important is being Hispanic to identity
1   IF R IDENTIFIED AS HISPANIC IN THE PRE: 



How important is being Hispanic to your identity? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

IDENT WHITEID  
CASI POST: How important is being White to identity
1   IF R MENTIONS WHITE IN PRE RACE SELF-IDENTIFICATION: 

How important is being white to your identity? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

IDENT BLACKID  
CASI POST: How important is being Black to identity
1   IF R MENTIONS BLACK IN PRE RACE SELF-IDENTIFICATION: 

How important is being black or African-American to your identity? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

IDENT NATIVEID  
CASI POST: How important is being Native Am to identity
1   IF R MENTIONS NATIVE AMERICAN IN PRE RACE SELF-IDENTIFICATION: 

How important is being American Indian or Alaska Native to your identity? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important



IDENT ASIANID  
CASI POST: How important is being Asian to identity
1   IF R MENTIONS ASIAN IN PRE RACE SELF-IDENTIFICATION: 

How important is being Asian to your identity? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

IDENT PACIFID  
CASI POST: How important is being Pacific Islander to identity
1   IF R MENTIONS NATIVE HAWAIIAN OR OTHER PACIFIC ISLANDER IN PRE RACE SELF- 
2   IDENTIFICATION: 

How important is being Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander to your  
identity? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

IDENT AMERID  
CASI POST: How important is being American to identity

How important is being American to your identity? 
 
1. Extremely important 
2. Very important 
3. Moderately important 
4. A little important 
5. Not at all important

LINK AFFWHITES  
CASI POST: White R: how much life affected by what happens to Whites
1   IF R IS IDENTIFIED AS WHITE IN PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEW: 



How much do you think that what happens generally to white people  
in this country will affect what happens in your life? [A lot,  
some, not very much, or not at all / Not at all, not very much,  
some, or a lot]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Some 
3. Not very much 
4. Not at all

LINK AFFHISP  
CASI POST: Hispanic R: how much life affected by what happens to
Hispanics
1   IF R IS IDENTIFIED AS HISPANIC IN PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEW: 

How much do you think that what happens generally to Hispanic people in this  
country will affect what happens in your life? 
[A lot, some, not very much, or not at all / Not at all, not very much, some, or a lot]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Some 
3. Not very much 
4. Not at all

LINK AFFBLACKS  
CASI POST: Black R: how much life affected by what happens to blacks
1   IF R IS IDENTIFIED AS BLACK OR AFRICAN-AMERICAN IN PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEW: 

How much do you think that what happens generally to black people in this country 
will affect what happens in your life? 
[A lot, some, not very much, or not at all / Not at all, not very much, some, or a lot]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Some 
3. Not very much 
4. Not at all

LINK AFFASIAN  
CASI POST: Asian R: how much life affected by what happens to Asians
1   IF R IS IDENTIFIED AS ASIAN IN PRE-ELECTION INTERVIEW: 



How much do you think that what happens generally to Asian people in this  
country will affect what happens in your life? 
[A lot, some, not very much, or not at all / Not at all, not very much, some, or a lot]? 
 
1. A lot 
2. Some 
3. Not very much 
4. Not at all

STYPEPO HWKINT  
CASI POST: STEREOTYPE HARDWORKING INTRO

Now we have some questions about different groups in our society. We're going  
to show you a seven-point scale on which the characteristics of the people in  
a group can be rated. In the first statement a score of '1' means that you  
think almost all of the people in that group tend to be 'hard-working.' A  
score of '7' means that you think most people in the group are 'lazy.' A score  
of '4' means that you think that most people in the group are not closer to  
one end or the other, and of course, you may choose any number in between. 
 

STYPEPO HWKWHITE  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Whites hardworking

Where would you rate whites in general on this scale? 
 
1. Hard-working 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Lazy

STYPEPO HWKBLACK  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Blacks hardworking



Where would you rate blacks in general on this scale? 
 
1. Hard-working 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Lazy

STYPEPO HWKHISP  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Hispanic-Americans hardworking
1   IF R SELECTED FOR HWKHISP: 

Where would you rate Hispanic-Americans in general on this scale? 
 
1. Hard-working 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Lazy

STYPEPO HWKHISPREV  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Hispanics hardworking
1   IF R SELECTED FOR HWKHISPREV: 

Where would you rate Hispanics in general on this scale? 
 
1. Hard-working 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Lazy

STYPEPO HWKASIAN  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Asian-Americans hardworking
1   IF R SELECTED FOR HWKASIAN: 



Where would you rate Asian-Americans in general on this scale? 
 
1. Hard-working 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Lazy

STYPEPO HWKASIANREV  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Asians hardworking
1   IF R SELECTED FOR HWKASIANREV: 

Where would you rate Asians in general on this scale? 
 
1. Hard-working 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Lazy

STYPEPO VIOLINT  
CASI POST: STEREOTYPE VIOLENT INTRO

The next set asks if people in each group tend to be 'peaceful' or 'violent'. 
 

STYPEPO VIOLWHITE  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Whites violent

Where would you rate whites in general on this scale? 
 
1. Peaceful 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Violent



STYPEPO VIOLBLACK  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Blacks violent

Where would you rate blacks in general on this scale? 
 
1. Peaceful 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Violent

STYPEPO VIOLHISP  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Hispanic-Americans violent
1   IF R SELECTED FOR VIOLHISP: 

Where would you rate Hispanic-Americans in general on this scale? 
 
1. Peaceful 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Violent

STYPEPO VIOLHISPREV  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Hispanics violent
1   IF R SELECTED FOR VIOLHISPREV: 

Where would you rate Hispanics in general on this scale? 
 
1. Peaceful 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Violent

STYPEPO VIOLASIAN  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Asian-Americans violent



1   IF R SELECTED FOR VIOLASIAN: 

Where would you rate Asian-Americans in general on this scale? 
 
1. Peaceful 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Violent

STYPEPO VIOLASIANREV  
CASI POST: Stereotype: Asians violent
1   IF R SELECTED FOR VIOLASIANREV: 

Where would you rate Asians in general on this scale? 
 
1. Peaceful 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Violent

DISCRIM USDISCINT  
CASI POST: INTRO DISCRIMINATION IN THE U.S.

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
 

DISCRIM DISCBLCK  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Blacks

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Blacks 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all



DISCRIM DISCHISP  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Hispanics

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Hispanics 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCASIAN  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Asians

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Asians 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCWHT  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Whites

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Whites 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCMUSL  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Muslims



How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Muslims 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCXTIAN  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Christians

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Christians 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCGAY  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Gays and Lesbians

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Gays and Lesbians 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCWOM  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Women



How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Women 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCMEN  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Men

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Men 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCTRANS  
CASI POST: Discrimination in the U.S. against Transgender people

How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the  
following groups? 
Transgender people 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM DISCPERS  
CASI POST: How much discrimination has R faced personal



How much discrimination have you personally faced because of your 
ethnicity or race? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM SELFGENDER  
CASI POST: How much discrim has R faced because of gender

How much discrimination have you personally experienced because of your  
sex or gender? 
 
1. A great deal 
2. A lot 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A little 
5. None at all

DISCRIM SEXHARASS  
CASI POST: Have you experienced harrassment at work

Have you ever personally experienced sexual harassment at work, or not? 
 
1. Have  
2. Have not

DISCRIM SEXHARASSAMT  
CASI POST: How often experienced harrassment at work
1   IF R EXPERIENCED SEXUAL HARASSMENT AT WORK: 

How often have you personally experienced sexual harassment at work? 
 
1. Once 
2. A few times 
3. Many times

SOCMEDIA SOCMEDTYPE  
CASI POST: Which social media platforms visited



Which social media platforms have you visited in the past year? Mark all that apply. 
 
1. Facebook                
2. Twitter                 
3. Instagram               
4. Reddit                  
5. YouTube                 
6. SnapChat                
7. TikTok                  
8. Other {SPECIFY}       
9. None of these

SOCMEDIA FBFREQ  
CASI POST: How often use Facebook
1   IF R HAS VISITED FACEBOOK IN PAST YEAR: 

How often do you use Facebook? 
 
1. Many times every day                  
2. A few times every day                 
3. About once a day                      
4. A few times each week                 
5. About once a week                     
6. Once or twice a month                 
7. Less than once a month

SOCMEDIA FBPOSTPOL  
CASI POST: How often post political content on Facebook
1   IF R HAS VISITED FACEBOOK IN PAST YEAR: 

When using Facebook, how often do you post information about political  
issues or candidates? 
 
1. Always                                
2. Most of the time                      
3. About half of the time                
4. Sometimes                             
5. Never

SOCMEDIA TWITFREQ  
CASI POST: How often use Twitter
1   IF R HAS VISITED TWITTER IN PAST YEAR: 



How often do you use Twitter? 
 
1. Many times every day                  
2. A few times every day                 
3. About once a day                      
4. A few times each week                 
5. About once a week                     
6. Once or twice a month                 
7. Less than once a month

SOCMEDIA TWITPOSTPOL  
CASI POST: How often post political content on Twitter
1   IF R HAS VISITED TWITTER IN PAST YEAR: 

When using Twitter, how often do you post information about political  
issues or candidates? 
 
1. Always                                
2. Most of the time                      
3. About half of the time                
4. Sometimes                             
5. Never

SOCMEDIA REDFREQ  
CASI POST: How often use Reddit
1   IF R HAS VISITED REDDIT IN PAST YEAR:

How often do you use Reddit? 
 
1. Many times every day                  
2. A few times every day                 
3. About once a day                      
4. A few times each week                 
5. About once a week                     
6. Once or twice a month                 
7. Less than once a month

SOCMEDIA REDPOSTPOL  
CASI POST: How often post political content on Reddit
1   IF R HAS VISITED REDDIT IN PAST YEAR:



When using Reddit, how often do you post information about political  
issues or candidates? 
 
1. Always                                
2. Most of the time                      
3. About half of the time                
4. Sometimes                             
5. Never

KNOWL EMPRATE  
CASI POST: What is current unemployment rate

Now we have a few questions about issues in the news recently. 
 
What was the current unemployment rate in the United States as of  
 ^dateunemprt -- ^unemprt - 2.0, ^unemprt,  ^unemprt + 2.0, or ^unemprt + 4.0? 
 
1. [unemprt - 2.0] 
2. [unemprt] 
3. [unemprt + 2.0] 
4. [unemprt + 4.0]

MISINFO INTERFERE  
CASI POST: Misinfo Russian interference

Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true? 
 
1. Russia tried to interfere in the 2016 presidential election              
2. Russia did not try to interfere in the 2016 presidential election

MISINFO INTERFCONF  
CASI POST: Misinfo Russian interference conf
1   IF R THINKS RUSSIA TRIED TO INTERFERE IN 2016 ELECTION / 
2   IF R THINKS RUSSIA DID NOT TRY TO INTERFERE IN 2016 ELECTION: 

How confident are you about that? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. Moderately 
4. Very 
5. Extremely



MISINFO DEPORT  
CASI POST: Misinfo deported more unauthorized immigrants

Whose administration deported more unauthorized immigrants during the first  
three years? 
 
1. Donald Trump's administration 
2. Barack Obama's administration

MISINFO DEPORTCONF  
CASI POST: Misinfo deported more unauthorized immigrants conf
1   IF R THINKS OBAMA ADMINISTRATION DEPORTED MORE / 
2   IF R THINKS TRUMP ADMINISTRATION DEPORTED MORE: 

How confident are you about that? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. Moderately 
4. Very 
5. Extremely

MISINFO AUTISM  
CASI POST: Misinfo vaccines cause autism

Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true? 
 
1. Most scientific evidence shows childhood vaccines cause autism         
2. Most scientific evidence shows childhood vaccines do not cause autism

MISINFO AUTISMCONF  
CASI POST: Misinfo vaccines cause autism conf
1   IF R THINKS VACCINES CAUSE AUTISM / 
2   IF R DOES NOT THINK VACCINES CAUSE AUTISM: 

How confident are you about that? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. Moderately 
4. Very 
5. Extremely



MISINFO WARM  
CASI POST: Misinfo world temp rising

Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true? 
 
1. World temperatures have risen on average over the last 100 years.           
2. World temperatures have not risen on average over the last 100 years.

MISINFO WARMCONF  
CASI POST: Misinfo world temp rising conf
1   IF R THINKS WORLD TEMPERATURES ARE RISING IN LAST 100 YEARS / 
2   IF R DOES NOT THINK WORLD TEMPERATURES ARE RISING IN LAST 100 YEARS 

How confident are you about that? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. Moderately 
4. Very 
5. Extremely

MISINFO CVDLAB  
CASI POST: Misinfo COVID-19 developed in lab

Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true? 
 
1. The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) was developed intentionally in a lab. 
2. The novel coronavirus (COVID-19) was not developed intentionally in a lab.

MISINFO CVDLABCONF  
CASI POST: Misinfo COVID-19 developed in lab conf
1   IF R THINKS COVID-19 DEVELOPED INTENTIONALLY IN LAB / 
2   IF R DOES NOT THINK COVID-19 DEVELOPED INTENTIONALL IN LAB: 

How confident are you about that? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. Moderately 
4. Very 
5. Extremely



MISINFO CVDDRUG  
CASI POST: Misinfo drug treat COVID-19

Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true? 
 
1. There is clear scientific evidence that the anti-malarial drug hydroxychloroquine  
     is a safe and effective treatment for COVID-19.  
2. There is not clear scientific evidence that the anti-malarial drug hydroxychloroquine  
     is a safe and effective treatment for COVID-19.

MISINFO CVDDRUGCONF  
CASI POST: Misinfo drug treat COVID-19 conf
1   IF R THINKS THERE IS SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE THAT HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE IS SAFE COVID TREATMENT / 
2   IF R DOES NOT THINK THERE IS SCIENTIFIC EVIDENCE THAT HYDROXYCHLOROQUINE IS SAFE COVID TREATMENT: 

How confident are you about that? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. Moderately 
4. Very 
5. Extremely

LIFEEXP KNOWNIMMIG  
CASI POST: Life exp know someone moved to U.S.

Next, we have a few questions about your personal experiences. Do you personally  
know someone who moved to the U.S. from another country, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

LIFEEXP COLLDEBT  
CASI POST: Life exp college loan

Do you currently owe money on student loans, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No



LIFEEXP PUBASST  
CASI POST: Life exp public assistance

Have you ever received food stamps or another form of public assistance, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

LIFEEXP RETIRE

CASI POST: Life exp retirement account

Do you have a pension or a retirement account, such as an IRA, 401k, or similar, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

LIFEEXP BUYUSA  
CASI POST: Life exp choose to buy American

Do you regularly choose products because they are made in America, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

LIFEEXP DISPFLAG  
CASI POST: Life exp displayed American flag

Have you displayed an American flag on your house or in your yard in the past  
year, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

LIFEEXP HUNT  
CASI POST: Life exp gone hunting or fishing

Have you gone hunting or fishing in the past year, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No



LIFEEXP PUBTRANS  
CASI POST: Life exp used public transportaion

Have you used public transportation in the past year, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

LIFEEXP SHARK  
CASI POST: Life exp bitten by a shark

Have you ever been bitten by a shark, or not? 
 
1. Yes 
2. No

GSS POLATTREVGSS  
GSS: How often does R pay attn to politics and elections
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How often do you pay attention to what's going on in government and politics? 
 
1. Always 
2. Most of the time 
3. About half the time 
4. Some of the time 
5. Never

GSS DEMSATISGSS  
GSS: CSES5- Q21: Satisfaction with democratic process
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

On the whole, are you [very satisfied, fairly satisfied, not very satisfied,  
or not at all satisfied / not at all satisfied, not very satisfied, fairly  
satisfied, or very satisfied] with the way democracy works in the United  
States? 
 
1. Very satisfied 
2. Fairly satisfied 
4. Not very satisfied 
5. Not at all satisfied



GSS TRUSTGREVGSS  
GSS: REV How often trust govt in Wash to do what is right
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How often can you trust the federal government in Washington to do what is right? 
 
1. Always 
2. Most of the time 
3. About half the time 
4. Some of the time 
5. Never

GSS ELECTCAREGSS  
GSS: Elections make govt pay attention
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How much do you feel that having elections makes the government pay attention  
to what the people think? 
 
1. A good deal 
2. Some 
3. Not much

GSS JUSTIFIEDGSS  
GSS: Justified to use violence
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How much do you feel it is justified for people to use violence to pursue  
their political goals in this country? 
 
1. Not at all 
2. A little 
3. A moderate amount 
4. A lot 
5. A great deal

GSS INSINTROGSS  
GSS: INTRO HEALTH INSURANCE ISSUE
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 



There is much concern about the rapid rise in medical and hospital costs.  
Some people feel there should be a government insurance plan which would  
cover all medical and hospital expenses for everyone. Suppose these people  
are at one end of a scale, at point 1.  
 
Others feel that all medical expenses should be paid by individuals through  
private insurance plans like Blue Cross or other company paid plans. Suppose  
these people are at the other end, at point 7. 
 
And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between, at  
points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6. 
 

GSS INSSELFGSS  
GSS: 7pt scale govt-private medical insur scale: self-plmt
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you thought much  
about this? 
 
1. Govt insurance plan 
2.  
3.  
4.  
5.  
6.  
7. Private insurance plan

GSS ECPASTGSS  
GSS: National economy better worse in last year
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Now thinking about the economy in the country as a whole, would you say that  
over the past year the nation's economy has gotten better, stayed about the  
same, or gotten worse? 
 
1. Gotten better 
2. Stayed about the same 
3. Gotten worse

GSS ECPASTAMTGSS  
GSS: How much national economy better worse in last year



1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R THINKS THE ECONOMY HAS GOTTEN BETTER IN THE PAST YEAR /  
3   IF R THINKS THE ECONOMY HAS GOTTEN WORSE IN THE PAST YEAR: 

[Much better or somewhat better? / Much worse or somewhat worse?] 
 
1. Much 
2. Somewhat

GSS ECNEXTGSS  
GSS: Economy better or worse in next 12 months
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

What about the next 12 months? Do you expect the economy, in the country as a whole,  
to get better, stay about the same, or get worse? 
 
1. Get better 
2. Stay about the same 
3. Get worse

GSS ECNEXTAMTGSS  
GSS: How much econ better worse next 12 months
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R THINKS ECONOMY WILL BE BETTER IN NEXT 12 MONTHS /  
3   IF R THINKS ECONOMY WILL BE WORSE IN NEXT 12 MONTHS: 

[Much better or somewhat better / Much worse or somewhat worse]? 
 
1. Much 
2. Somewhat

GSS FINRETROGSS  
GSS: R how much better worse off than 1 year ago
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R IS NOT LIVING AT HOME WITH FAMILY MEMBERS /  
3   IF R IS LIVING AT HOME WITH 1 OR MORE FAMILY MEMBERS: 



We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days.  
Would you say that [you /you and your family living here] are [much better  
off financially, somewhat better off, about the same, somewhat worse off,  
or much worse off / much worse off financially, somewhat worse off, about  
the same, somewhat better off, or much better off] than you were a year ago? 
 
1. Much better off 
2. Somewhat better off 
3. About the same 
4. Somewhat worse off 
5. Much worse off

GSS FINPROSPGSS  
GSS: R how much better worse off next year
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R IS NOT LIVING AT HOME WITH FAMILY MEMBERS /  
3   IF R IS LIVING AT HOME WITH 1 OR MORE FAMILY MEMBERS: 

Now looking ahead, do you think that a year from now [you /you and your family  
living here] will be [much better off financially, somewhat better off, about  
the same, somewhat worse off, or much worse off / much worse off financially,  
somewhat worse off, about the same, somewhat better off, or much better off]  
than now? 
 
1. Much better off 
2. Somewhat better off 
3. About the same  
4. Somewhat worse off 
5. Much worse off

GSS WORRYFINGSS  
GSS: How worried is R about current financial situation
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

So far as you and your family are concerned, how worried are you about your  
current financial situation? 
 
1. Extremely worried 
2. Very worried 
3. Moderately worried 
4. A little worried 
5. Not at all worried

GSS DEMCRITGSS  
GSS: News organizations free to criticize



1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

For the next few items, we would like to know how important you think each  
one is to the United States maintaining a strong democracy.  
 
First, how important is it that news organizations are free to criticize  
political leaders? 
 
1. Not important at all  
2. A little important  
3. Moderately important  
4. Very important 
5. Extremely important

GSS DEMBRANCHGSS  
GSS: Branches of govt keep one another from too much power
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How important is it that the executive, legislative, and judicial branches  
of government keep one another from having too much power? 
 
1. Not important at all  
2. A little important  
3. Moderately important  
4. Very important 
5. Extremely important

GSS DEMCONSEQGSS  
GSS: Elected officials face serious consequences
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How important is it that elected officials face serious consequences if they engage  
in misconduct? 
 
1. Not important at all  
2. A little important  
3. Moderately important  
4. Very important 
5. Extremely important

GSS DEMFACTSGSS  
GSS: People agree on basic facts
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 



How important is it that people agree on basic facts even if they disagree politically? 
 
1. Not important at all  
2. A little important  
3. Moderately important  
4. Very important 
5. Extremely important

GSS STRPRESGSS  
GSS: Helpful or harmful if president didn’t have to worry about Congress
or courts
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Would it be helpful, harmful, or neither helpful nor harmful if U.S. presidents  
could work on the country’s problems without paying attention to what Congress  
and the courts say? 
 
1. Helpful 
2. Harmful 
3. Neither helpful nor harmful

GSS STRPRESSTRGSS  
GSS: Helpful or harmful if president didn’t have to worry about Congress
or courts strength
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R SAID HELPFUL /  
3   IF R SAID HARMFUL: 

How [helpful / harmful]?  
[Extremely, moderately, or a little / a little, moderately, or extremely] 
 
1. Extremely 
2. Moderately 
3. A little

GSS PEOPLEGSS  
GSS: CSES5- Q04f: Attitudes about elites: People should make policy
decisions
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 



Please tell us whether you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor  
disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree  
somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat, or agree strongly] with  
the following statement:  
'The people, and not politicians, should make our most important policy decisions.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

GSS IMMECONGSS  
GSS: CSES5- Q05c: Out-group attitudes: Immigrants good for economy
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

And now thinking specifically about immigrants. Do you [agree strongly, agree  
somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly / 
disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, agree somewhat  
or agree strongly] with the following statement?  
'Immigrants are generally good for America's economy.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

GSS IMMCULTGSS  
GSS: CSES5- Q05c: Out-group attitudes: Immigrants harm culture
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly /disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat or agree strongly] with the following  
statement? 
'America's culture is generally harmed by immigrants.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly



GSS IMMCRIMEGSS  
GSS: CSES5- Q05c: Out-group attitudes: Immigrants increase crime
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you [agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree  
somewhat, or disagree strongly / disagree strongly, disagree somewhat, neither  
agree nor disagree, agree somewhat or agree strongly] with the following  
statement? 
'Immigrants increase crime rates in the United States.' 
 
1. Agree strongly 
2. Agree somewhat 
3. Neither agree nor disagree 
4. Disagree somewhat 
5. Disagree strongly

GSS COVIDPRESGSS  
GSS: Approve or disapprove President handling COVID-19
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you approve or disapprove of the way Donald Trump has handled the coronavirus,  
or COVID-19, pandemic? 
 
1. Approve 
2. Disapprove

GSS COVIDPRESSTGSS  
GSS: How much approve disapprove Pres handling COVID-19
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R APPROVES PRESIDENT HANDLING OF COVID-19 / 
3   IF R DISAPPROVES PRESIDENT HANDLING OF COVID-19: 

Do you approve strongly or not strongly? / Do you disapprove strongly or not  
strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

GSS GOVERNORGSS  
GSS: Approve or disapprove R’s governor handling COVID-19
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R'S STATE IS KNOWN /  
3   IF R'S STATE IS UNKNOWN: 



Do you approve or disapprove of the way [^govname / your state’s Governor] has handled  
the COVID-19 pandemic? 
 
1. Approve 
2. Disapprove

GSS GOVERNORSTRGSS  
GSS: How much approve disapprove R’s governor handling COVID-19
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R APPROVES GOVERNOR HANDLING OF COVID-19: 
3   IF R DISAPPROVES GOVERNOR HANDLING OF COVID-19: 

Do you approve strongly or not strongly? / Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

GSS LOCALGOVGSS  
GSS: Approve or disapprove local govt handling COVID-19
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you approve or disapprove of the way your local government, for example,  
municipal and county government, has handled the COVID-19 pandemic? 
 
1. Approve 
2. Disapprove

GSS LOCALGOVSTRGSS  
GSS: How much approve disapprove local govt handling COVID-19
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R APPROVES LOCAL GOVERNMENT HANDLING OF COVID-19 / 
3   IF R DISAPPROVES LOCAL GOVERNMENT HANDLING OF COVID-19: 

Do you approve strongly or not strongly? / Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly? 
 
1. Strongly 
2. Not strongly

GSS FEDRESPGSS  
GSS: Fed govt response to COVID-19



1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you think the federal government’s response to the COVID-19 outbreak earlier this  
year was too quick, too slow, or about right? 
 
1. Too quick 
2. Too slow 
3. About right

GSS FEDRESPSTRGSS  
GSS: Fed govt response to COVID-19 strength
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R THINKS RESPONSE WAS TOO QUICK / 
3   IF R THINKS RESPONSE WAS TOO SLOW: 

Do you think it was much too [quick / slow] or somewhat too [quick / slow]? 
 
1. Much too quick / Much too slow 
2. Somewhat too quick / Somewhat too slow

GSS LIMITSGSS

GSS: Limits placed on public activity due to COVID-19
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you think the limits your state placed on public activity because of the  
COVID-19 pandemic were [far too strict, somewhat too strict, about right, not  
quite strict enough, or not nearly strict enough / not nearly strict enough,  
not quite strict enough, about right, somewhat too strict, or far too strict]? 
 
1. Far too strict 
2. Somewhat too strict 
3. About right 
4. Not quite strict enough 
5. Not nearly strict enough

GSS REOPENGSS  
GSS: Re-opening too quickly or too slowly
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 



Do you think your state has moved too quickly, too slowly, or the right speed in  
relaxing “stay at home” orders and re-opening businesses? 
 
1. Too quickly 
2. Too slowly 
3. The right speed

GSS REOPENSTRGSS  
GSS: Re-opening too quickly or too slowly strength
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF R THINKS TOO QUICKLY /  
3   IF R THINKS TOO SLOWLY: 

Do you think it was much too [quickly / slowly] or somewhat too [quickly / slowly]? 
 
1. Much too quickly / Much too slowly 
2. Somewhat too quickly / Somewhat too slowly

GSS INCGAPGSS  
GSS: Income gap today more or less than 20 years ago
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Do you think the difference in incomes between rich people and poor people  
in the United States today is larger, smaller, or about the same as it was  
20 years ago? 
 
1. Larger 
2. Smaller 
3. About the same

GSS GAPMOREGSS  
GSS: How much larger is income gap today
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF INCOME GAP TODAY IS LARGER THAN IT WAS 20 YEARS AGO: 

Would you say the difference in incomes is much larger or somewhat larger? 
 
1. Much 
2. Somewhat



GSS GAPLESSGSS  
GSS: How much smaller is income gap today
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE / 
2   IF INCOME GAP TODAY IS SMALLER THAN IT WAS 20 YEARS AGO: 

Would you say the difference in incomes is much smaller or somewhat smaller? 
 
1. Much 
2. Somewhat

GSS UNRESTGSS  
GSS: Best way to deal with urban unrest
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

What is the best way to deal with the problem of urban unrest and rioting?  
Some say it is more important to use all available force to maintain law  
and order, no matter what results. Others say it is more important to  
correct the problems of racism and police violence that give rise to the  
disturbances. And, of course, other people have opinions in between. 
 
Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much  
about this? 
 
1. Solve problems of racism and police violence 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Use all available force to maintain law and order 
99. Haven't thought much about this

GSS NATSPAC  
GSS: Spending on space program
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 



We are faced with many problems in this country, none of which can be solved  
easily or inexpensively. We are going to name some of these problems, and for  
each one we’d like you to say whether you think we're spending too much money  
on it, too little money, or about the right amount.  
 
First the space program. Are we spending too much, too little, or about the  
right amount on the space program? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

GSS NATENVIR  
GSS: Spending on environment
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

The environment. Are we spending too much, too little, or about the right amount  
on the environment? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

GSS NATHEAL  
GSS: Spending on health
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Health. Are we spending too much, too little, or about the right amount on health? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

GSS NATCITY  
GSS: Spending on cities
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Cities. Are we spending too much, too little, or about the right amount on cities? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount



GSS NATCRIME  
GSS: Spending on crime
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Crime control. Are we spending too much, too little, or about the right amount  
on crime control? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

GSS NATDRUG  
GSS: Spending on drug abuse
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Drug abuse. Are we spending too much, too little, or about the right amount on  
drug abuse? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

GSS NATEDUC  
GSS: Spending on education
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Education. Are we spending too much, too little, or about the right amount on education? 
 
1. Too much 
2. Too little 
3. About the right amount

GSS EMOPROBS  
GSS: Emotional problems
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 



In the past seven days, how often have you been bothered by emotional problems  
such as feeling anxious, depressed or irritable? 
 
1. Never 
2. Rarely 
3. Sometimes 
4. Often 
5. Always

GSS HAPPY  
GSS: Happy
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Taken all together, how would you say things are these days—would you say that you  
are very happy, pretty happy, or not too happy? 
 
1. Very happy 
2. Pretty happy 
3. Not too happy

GSS SPRTCONNCT  
GSS: Spiritual connection
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

Some people say they have experiences of being personally moved, touched, or  
inspired, while others say they do not have these experiences at all.  
 
How often, if at all, do you experience the following? 
 
Felt particularly connected to the world around you. 
 
1. At least once a day 
2. Almost every day 
3. Once or twice a week 
4. Once or twice a month 
5. A few times per year 
6. Once a year or less 
7. Never

GSS SPRTLRGR  
GSS: Part of something larger than self
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 



How often, if at all, do you experience the following? 
 
Felt like you were part of something much larger than yourself. 
 
1. At least once a day 
2. Almost every day 
3. Once or twice a week 
4. Once or twice a month 
5. A few times per year 
6. Once a year or less 
7. Never

GSS SPRTPURP  
GSS: Meaning or purpose in life
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

How often, if at all, do you experience the following? 
 
Felt a sense of a larger meaning or purpose in life. 
 
1. At least once a day 
2. Almost every day 
3. Once or twice a week 
4. Once or twice a month 
5. A few times per year 
6. Once a year or less 
7. Never

GSS CONMEDIC  
GSS: Confidence in medicine
1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

We are going to name some institutions in this country. As far as the people running  
these institutions are concerned, would you say you have a great deal of confidence,  
only some confidence, or hardly any confidence at all in them? 
 
Medicine 
 
1. A great deal of confidence 
2. Only some confidence 
3. Hardly any confidence at all

GSS CONSCI  
GSS: Confidence in science



1   IF R IS IN GSS SAMPLE: 

As far as the people running these institutions are concerned, would you say you  
have a great deal of confidence, only some confidence, or hardly any confidence  
at all in them? 
 
Scientific community 
 
1. A great deal of confidence 
2. Only some confidence 
3. Hardly any confidence at all

FINAL END  
R Thank you

Thank you very much for completing the American National Election Studies.  
Your answers have been recorded. In two weeks or less you will receive a  
thank-you check in the mail for $[INCENTIVE/ESCINCENT]. On behalf of Stanford  
University, the University of Michigan, the National Science Foundation,  
and Westat, thank you for being a part of this important study. 
 
Click Next to complete the survey. 
 


